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tlnel of the Rockies taught a wholeSaratoga, Sept. 25. There has been
Buffalo, N. Y Sent. 25. Not for
some lesson. He taught unselfish ser- - SENATOR BAILEY HASN'T TAFT SAYS ONLY FORCE ATLANTA NEGRO TROU
many years has the political situation no crystallzation of sentiment In favor
vice. We perceive in it the great
in this state been as complicated as it of any candidate for the republican
fact that what men most honor, that
for governor so as to
Is now and with the democratic state nomination
which survives the hour in which men
YET
BLE HAS NOT
CAN END TROUBLE
GIVEN OUT HIS
Delivered
And
convention meeting here today and make It possible to predict with aclive, is honorable work in the cause
the republican state Convention in curacy the choice that will be mad a
of one's countrymen and one s coun
Strong and Able Address to
Saratoga, there Is every reason, to be by the republican state convention.
try. Those who live apart by themlieve tiiat history will be made today. which will be called to order at noon.
selves and take no thought of others,
ENDED
Throngs In Open Air.
STATEMENT
Buffalo la crowded with visitors from today.
Bltck has de
are least regarded. It Is within the
all parts of the state today. They be- veloped some strength, but he Is quot
power of each to contribute somegan to arrive yesterday and all morn- - ed as saying that he will be a candi
Colorado Springs, Sept. 25. Pio- thing to the welfare of his fellow
date only on unanimous demanj ot
hvreerybrd
neers' day, the second in the Pike's men; something to the upbuilding of Ready Tonight-Clai- ms
ThorHe Did The Last Election Was
Two Hundred and Fifty Seven
the delegates, and New York county is
Peak celebration week, opened auspi- the community and the state. Each,
tlon. The largest delegations, of for Hughes.
Lieutenant Governor
ciously as did the week itself. The as the price of the liberty which he
Negroes Have Been Aroughly Rotten From Top
Only What He Had a
course, came from the counties 'com' Bruce's friends are hopefvl, particuday had been set aside by the com- enjoys, should make some return in
posing Greater New York and from a larly as he has some strength In New-Yorto Bottom.
mittee of arrangements for the glori the way of beneficent service to othrested and Jailed
Right to Do.
few counties containing large cities.
county, and Hughes' strength Is
one
necessary
achieve
that
and
is
ers.
efforts
not
fication of the
It
The
New York delegations did not not great. Some talk of Elihu Root
orseTvice
Those
in
pioneers.
public
early
ments of the
should be in the
come in a body, but arrived in several and Judge Hlscock, but the talk has
from Colorado and neighboring states der thnt he may do this, for each hour BRYAN REACHES MEMPHIS
AMERICAN TROOPS NOW
BECAUSE FOUND CARRYING
instalments and quietly went to their not taken definite form.
made a gathering of pioneers that and day brings its opportunity in the
headquarters.
Politics is
Convention an Immense One.
DEFEND ENGLISH ROAD
never had been equaled in this part manifold relations of life. The great
IN IMMENSE RUN STORM
AKmo UN THFtK PFKSDM resnectlve
at whUe heat nd the exlectency con
west teaches a helpful spirit, a large
of the country.
The largest republican state conven
cerning
of
outcome
democratic
the
the
Formal exercises conducted In the measure of generous, neighborly re
which met at noon at con tion ever held in the state of Newin the
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 25. Following convention,
open air at Stratton park began at gard and cheerful
York, was called to order at ConvenHavana. Sept. 25. Secretary Taf.
Dallas, Texas, Sept. 23. Senator
Is intense.
vention
hail.
11:30 this morning. The speakers at advancement of the welfare or er.ea Bailey said today that
his formal has ordered the commander of the the killing late last night of Police.
Nothing has been divulged author tlon hall at noon today, 1010 delegates
this meeting were General Frank Hall, and all.
statement to the people of Texas and United States gunboat Marietta to man Meard and the serious wound- itatively concerning the result of last were in their seats when the convenone time secretary of Jefferson terriCharacter of the Pioneers.
the country at large, in answer to send thirty men to Sagua a Grande
night s conference of the democratic tion was opened and this means that
tory, and Judge Wilbur Feston of DenWe fully appreciate the tremendous charges of "his alleged connection with province to guard the Cuban Central ing of three other members of the state central committee at the Iro- - 606 votes will be necessary, to securever.
consequences flowing from Pike's ex the Water-PiercOil company, would railroad,
a British concern, which county police, Colonel Anderson, in qusls hotel and the general impres a nomination, mat. tnere win ne a
The hour announced for the open- pedition. He blazed the pathway not be ready before tonight. It is contains millions of dollars' worth of command of the militia, decided on a slon is that no compromise was nc bitter fight for supremacy in the con
ing of Pioneer day at the Grand opera hither and thousands in due time fol- Bait' that Bailey's statement will be supplies. The manager of, the road raid of the settlement known as compllshed and that the whole prob vention, Is beyond doubt, but It U conFair- lowed where he led. Those who thus conservative.
house, at which
From what can be declares that it Is already' damaged
lem will have to be solved in the con sidered more than doubtful how the
banks was the speaker, was 10:30, came here to set up dominion were learned Baney will take the position to the extent of $500,000, and upon his Brownsville, In the southern part of vention, where the great battle royal contest ot factions will end and who
Jiut long before that time the seating well fitted to found a state. They that he has the right to practice his Information the British charge de af- the city, near where the shooting oc between the radical element, favoring will, eventually, be the republican
curred. With four companies of mili Hearst and the conservative element candidate for governor.
capacity of ihe auditorium had been brought with them into the new field profession during his own time, so faires notified the United States.
The hitter fight between Governor
tia the place was surrounded about supporting Jerome, will be fought out.
long as he uses his abilities properly,
exhausted and it was decided to hold of their endeavor the
Taft Is Perfectly Disgusted.
Odell, which,
race, an and he will undoubtedly assert that he
Secretary Taft and Assistant Secre- & o'clock this morning, and arrests
an open e.lr meeting. The
instinct of the Anglo-SaxoConvention hall, where the conven Hlggins and
was introduced by Congressman inflexible purpose which subdued ob- has been ethical in his law practice tary Bacon informed the Associated began.
tlon was called to order at noon today, began long before Hlgglng .was nomiF. E. Brooks. A public reception at stacles and converted to the use of for Henry Clay Pierce and other
Press this afternoon that they were
was the center of attraction at an nated last time, has been carried on
Officers Have Narrow Escape.
thoroughly disgusted with the petty
early hour today. Dele without interruption ever since and
the home of Congressman Brooks this man the natural elements which
In a desnerate flcht at close range unusually
afternoon to Vice- - President and Mrs. Providence scattered among these
methods of the government leaders between Bicycle Officers Smith and Kuws ana alternates oegan io congre the drawing of President Roosevelt inFairbanks was the chief social event mountains.
They made laws which IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
nere and the American commissioners Madtiox end Policeman Casen and two gate there as early as 10 o'clock and to the factional fight liaa tended to
DEMOCRATS NOMINATE admitted that they ba ' practically ;,an,eroU8 nCgroes. who broke Into a by 11 o'clock nearly every seat in the make the situation even more compliof the day.
had no higher sanction than their own
cated and increase the bitterness beconsent laws which concerned both
Concord, N. H., Sept. 25. Demohouse this morning, the negroes were enormous hall was occupied..- The or
the factions to a considerable '
life and property, and they were ex- - crats of New Hempshire nominated from turmoil unless they use force. killed and the police had a narrow es chestra, which occupied a place on tween
'
ADDRESS OE VICE PRESIDENT edited with all the solemnity of meas-ure- s Nathan C. Jameson of Antrim as their Talt said: "The government officials cape. Officers hail been notified that the gallery, played bravely, but no extent.
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passed under adequate constitucandidate for governor at the s'ate have resorted to every kind of ob-- : the negroes had been shooting In the body paid any attention to the music. among
many
members of his party by
The principles of convent!")!! today.
tional warrant.
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MARINES DESERT IN ORDER
a stimulus to their Dumose. They
reconsidered and the election defeatwrought wondrously not only upon the torv
5 o'clock.
The inadequate and there were more cor- ed by a small margin, leaving the
ha,l an nhlrtineti Ihe future ut'r of the bankers association are
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lie and confidence in the vast possibili this convention. The attendance is
Washington,. Sept. 2o.So great is every armed one was arrested. One date them.
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convenread,
luthway into new and unknown ter yet characteristic legend. It breathed states arp nere and will address tho and mortar and doing other work blacl.s.
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The negroes are hemmed in
question conritory. W ie;iill with pleasure and the spirit of determination which convention.
tion proceeded to the selection of the much and leaves the nomination
necessary in clearing away the debris, by the militia.
ot
gratitude .! names of Pike, Lewis those possessed who made their way
usual committees for credentials, per- cerning the probable
been
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Island
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at
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that
candidate for governor still open.
hither across the great plains. The gppoRT MADE TO BLOW
manent organization, etc. After the the
sind Clark, Fremont and other soldeserting the barracks in large numis believed
faltered and turned
up POLICE BARRACKS bers. The police of San Francisco rediers who are forever associated with
usual routine business had been trans- In well Informed circles it
last
Helsingfors, Finland, Sept. 25. An fuse to apprehend these men, and bo AN IMPORTANT TrlOVE OF acted, the convention took a recess that the convention will probably
expeditions organized for the opening back, but those who persevered wentor three days and that no decision
in the United States. into the mountains and won from na- ,1UBUccessful attemnt was made this serious has the situation Itocome that
utll 2 o'clock, when the real tug of war two
tip of
will be reached before it is known
reward. They morning to blow up the police reserve Brigadier General G. F. Klliott, combegan.
W recognize them as "pathfinders" ture their
the democratic state convention
were strangers to failure. They were barrackH here. One reserve was mander at Mare island, has been apThe situation may be briefly sum what
in the truest and best sense.
also met at noon toborn to command success. Those 8nghtly Injured and the windows of pealed to. He has detailed a lieutenmed up as follows: Although, there at Buffalo, w,ich
High Order of Moral Courage.
day, has don V It Is understood that
has been some talk of several other Governor
The achievement of Pike which we who came higher to found a common- tho i,arraCk8 and of adjacent barracks ant and a squad of enlisted men
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but they Hnt, other i)Un(iings ,vere shattered. whose Bole duty is to patrol the city
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It is understood that at this con-- I ination. The Hearst men are bitterly a strong candidate, probably stronger
vious year and offers many special at
evidence of our appreciation of the pause in retrospection and in pleas- tractions,
Hlggins. Ine question, however,
Milwau- - vent Ion an aggresive movement will opposed by
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trot- Including
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number
a
the conservative element, than
ant and happy contemplation of the tlir races for larire stakes. The first kee Avenue State bank of Chicago, be set in motion by the members of
merit and worth of his work.
is whether Hughes will be able to get
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The name of Lieutenant
Zebulon future. The civilization which has big race, for 2:30 trotters, will bo run told one of the officers with him that the society to induce the Vatican to
a sufficient number ot
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Montgomery Pike is forever identified developed here since the expedition tomorrow
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go nacn. io nicago nun recognize the rights of tho French Although not many of the delegates delegates.
ne
to
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with the spot whereon we stand. It made by the brave lieutenant a cen On Friday the 2:20 pacing race will would have done so had he not ecu speaking Roman Catholics in the New are instructed outright to vote for are Instructed as to the gubernatorial
is associated therewith by virtue of tury ago is but the forerunner of a lu mn. with st KtaWA nf si.ooo. The arrested in Tangier. "I want to h'ngland states to have priests of Mr. Jerome, it is well understood that nomination, it is true, but the orhis arduous work, yet if he had never vastly greater civilization in the cen- list of premiums in the agricultural straighten out matters, said Stens-lan- their own nationality and tongue. It he will have the support of the con ganisation of the Hlggins forces is not
penetrated thus far a century ago, if tury to come. What we witness about and Industrial departments is also un"There is a good deal behind is understood that tho movement will servative element, which does not con a whit less compact than that of the
lie had never lived, the work he did uh, great and gratifying us it Is, is usually large this yeir.
case
and 1 want to shov the pub- be strongly supported by the Denier sider Hearst a safe man to be at the Odell forces and, unless Governor Hlg
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gins should pass the word, Hughes
This region but the certain precursor of greater
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Forecast of the Future.
our western civilization, and even if
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The fact that President Roosevelt
Ki eater obstalces had intervened than
for Peters Pence turougn
Here we are in the midst of the
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provides that the names of candidates
for the convention shall be upon the
same ballot. In fact If there was
any doubt about this question, 1 do
not believe that the ballots cast In
favor of It would ever be questioned
or held Irregular or could be thrown
out. Respectfully,
V. B. CHILDKRS."
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of the mo who would buy your old bicycle?
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you want the
do
name: and addrem
of the man
of th9 niAD

Stone was over from
Sunday.
Attorney E. C. Abbott of Santa Fe
Pnw HfWtein Dliaitchai.
was ii n Albuquerque visitor Sunday.
Uraari CHy tn Ceunty ClrttilltlM.
Mrs. I,. Soniner of Denver, who had
For Invalids
Tfca Urratt Nw Mlc Clrevtitlta.
cost nines here for carnival, left
the
Tourists and
li'TMt Ntrlhoni Mroni ClrtulitlM. Sunday night for Las Vegas.
School
Children
R.
B.
Mrs.
Thomas
daughter,
and
OF
subscription:IE. 00 who spent several days Ins'
TIRMI
weelf
of
aJi W aaai. ana rmr In a4vanc.
.60 hero, have returned to Santa Ke.
.
TmV ar stall. Bar month
5c 3 for 10c
Waaa aa Ml an raar
100
E. A. Clemens, the Magdalena c.it-thraiser, who was here the past few
by Carrier, 60c per month
nays, returned south Saturday night.
Twm Brarra Cmn arlll ha cUllTrd In lb
George Oxeiuline was a p.isscngrr
a! a tka H rata of tC rnU por waak. ar for M
annaa par aMata. vrm paid monthly.
for California. Sunday night. He will
visit his son who Is In business In San
Sold by the
ifrtrtlitng Iitei Made Known on Application Francisco.
artH
by
notifying at
aaafar a farar
Mrs. Linus Shields spent last week
aWaaarlWa
of tha plr.
WMM4tlf
in the city with friends and left this
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
JVl tattara a4 ramlttanraa ahoukl ha addrcaaad ta morning for her home at Jemez hot
Canaan ptjaudBiHo Con r aw t. Israfu. springs.
205 East Railroad Ave.
aa. aaarnoa and aipraaa monay erdera
aai aa au. Bayaola ta ui amar at tha
Fred Raymer, the ball player, pasa- ed through the c:ty Saturday night
ALYARADO PHARMACY
en route to i.os Angeles, where Mrs.
I S3
Colorado I 'I Haymcr is reported seriously ill.
Avtomn
J
LL..I
hi
First St. and Cold Avbuo
V. A. Drake ami A. G. O. Cook of
the Horabin McGaffey company, re
turned to their home at Thsrcau Sun
day night after seeing the big fair.
Misses Lotta and Sadie Atchison SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
and Miss Sihel Hervey of Ieaven
worth, Kansas who spent the past
week aere, iett Sunday night for their Full Set of Teeth
Geld Crowns
$6
Kansas home.
$1.50 up
Miss Minnie Hoizman, the Las veg- Gold Filling
50s
as school teacher who was here sev Painless Extracting
eral days of last week visiting her ALL
WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARsister, Mrs. Samuel Neustadt, returned
ANTEED.
o Las Vegas Sunday morning.
John M. Wyatt, cashier of the Am
erican National bank of El Paso, and
J. J. Bennett, cashier of the Demlng
.National bau&, were southern bankers
And Will Be Used November in the city yesterday, en route to Las
vegas to attend the hankers conven
6-0- ne
tion.
Ticket For All CanB. F. COPP.
On Wednesday, Sept. 20, at Wake- - ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
didates and Questions.
man, Ohio, Prof. E. Ii. Speers, form
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
erly of this city, and Misi Mary Grace
lodd. will be united In marriage. Af
i
Small Holding Claim.
Chalrmaan H. O. Bursum has reer the ceremony, the happy couple
(No. 701.)
quested the opinion of geveral leading will go to Valdez, Alaska, where Mr.
Speers
Is
in
employ
of
United
the
the
Department
of
tne Interior, United
attorneys upon the kind and charac States government.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
ter of the ballot which is to be used Joseph Prewitt, the well known San August
25, 1906.
ta the coming elections for territor- Juan county
fruit raiser, who was
ial, legislative and county nominees,
Notice ls hereby given that the fol
an excellent display of
well as to decide the statehood here with
claimant has filed notice
at the fair, left for his home at lowing-namequestion, and for delegates to the con- fruits
Farmington.
Mr. ITewitt headed a of his Intention to make final proof
stitutional convention. The opinions fine delegation of San Juan people. in support of his claim under sections
two of tnese attorney a are pubthey all left the city well pleased 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
lished below, and they state that in and
stay here and the fun af- (26 Stats., 854). as amended by the
with
their opinion one ballot for all candi- fordedtheir
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
them.
dates, and on all questions to be sub470), and that said proof will be made
Attorney
Mrs.
N.
S.
Rose,
and
and
mitted to the voters at the coming Miss
before
the United States court
Dow,
Bessie
the
of
Estancla
val
election should be used.
commissioner
at Albuquerque, N.
ley,
who
attending
were
here
fair
the
Attorney Charles A. Spiess of Las
m.,
6,
on October
1906,
viz.:
league
meetings,
Epworth
and
the
left
Vegas writes:
Manuel
E. Chavez,
administrat
night
last
for
Is
Estancia.
It
under"Hon. H. O. Bursum, Chairman Reor
of the estate of Antonio Jose
publican Central Committee, So- - stoodorthat Mr. Rose and family by the Chavez, deceased, for the small hold
nrsi
will locate themselves
October,
corro,
M.
N.
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twn. 7 N.,
j.
at Carrizozo
"My Dear Sir I have your favor of western road.on the El Paso & South- R. 2 E.
August 28, 19U6, In which you request
He names the following witnesses
Messrs. Jaques Chateller and Paul to prove his actual
my opinion as to whether or not there
continuous adverse
NIvook, prominent mining engineers possession of
said tract for twenty
la any provision of law which prohib- of
Paris,
who
France,
boen
mak
have
years
next preceding the survey of the
it the printing of the names of canexaminations of some large min- township, viz:
didates for the constitutional conven- ing
'properties
ing
In
southern
in
Mexico,
tion, and the question of whether
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M-- ;
a
company
Dr. Charles. R. Keyes, Benito Armljo, Valencia, N. M.;
and New Mexico be united to have gonewith
to California. They will
form one state on the game ballot,
Sanchez. Peralta. h. M.: Mell- to Arizona and southern New ton S. Otero,
Peralta, N. M.
jhich contains the name of the nom- return
Mexico some time next month.
Any person who desires to protest
inee for delegate to congress and the
The New Mexican says: Miss Clara against the allowance of said proof,
nominees for legislative and county
Olsen, private secretary to Governor or who knows of any substantial reaoffices.
"1 have given this matter careful Hagerman. and Miss Mary Dye, sister son under the laws and regulations of
Rev. W. R. Dye, will leave during the Interior department why such
consideration and cheerfully give you of
tne coming week on a trip to Mexico. proof Bhould not be allowed will be
mjr views thereon as follows: Sec- They
be absent about a month and given an opportunity at the
tion 24 of the enabling act passed by expectwill
to visit the principal cities of
time and place to cross-econgress enabling New Mexico and
sister republic and their Itinerary amine the witnesses of said claimant,
Arizona to form a state government the
will of course, Include Mexico City.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
contains this provision: That at the
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo,
democratic that submitted by claimant.
general election to be held on the 6th
MANUEL . OTERO,
day of November, 1906, all the elect- nominee for delegate to congress, was
Register.
In the city Sunday
night
between
ors of said territories
respectively
qualified to vote at such election are trains en route south, accompanied by
Many Ills come from impure blood.
hereby authorized to vote for and Col. W. S. Hopewell. On reaching El Can't have pure blood with faulty diMr. Larrazolo and Mr. Hopewell
choose delegates to form a convention Paso, go
bow
will
over
the Pecos valley gestion, lazy liver and sluggish
for said territories.
That at electioneering. Into
els. Burdock blood Bitters strengtn- Hon.
H.
Fergusson
B.
the said general election and on the wui join the party later
ens stomach, bowels and liver, and
and assist In purines
same ballots on which the names of stumping
the blood.
the
valley.
Pecos
the candidates, to the convention
Announcement
was
made yesterday
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
aforesaid are printed, there shall be
submitted to said qualified electors of the approaching marriage of Louis Department
A. McRae, a well to do young sheep
of the Interior, Land Of
of each of said territories a question owner
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
of Magdalena, and Miss Ethel
which shall be stated on the ballot la
1906.
to occur here on
substance and form as follows: "Shall Hayden, of this city,bride-to-be
30.
The
is the
Arizona and New Mexico be united to October
Notice is hereby given that William
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hayform one state?'
den or 219 North Walter street, and G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
"The election provided for by the one
filed notice of his intention to make
above quoted sections is to be held In of the most popular young ladies final commutation proof In support of
the city.
la virtue of congressional legislation
yet the local police have secured his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
and directs the voters of the two ter- noAs
trace of the demented woman, Mrs. 9112 made April 2, 191(0, for the NE
to
answer the question which
ritories
10
N.
23,
T.p.
Section
Williams, of Bisbee, Ariz., who
U to be stated on the ballot either in Tonkin
left her home to come to the Albu- Range 3 E, and that said proof will
the affirmative or the negative. Sec- querque fair, though why one
be made before the Probate Clerk, jit
should Albuquerque,
tion 24 contains but one limitation on le called insane
N. M., on November 6,
having
for
a
such
the manner in which the ballot shall natural desire is not made
1906.
manifest.
Ih3 promulgated.
He names the following witnesses to
This limitation is The local police, however, received a
prove bis continuous residence upon,
whether the question of Arizona and message, giving the
descripwoman's
New Mexico be united to form one tion, and telling
of, the land, viz:
circumstances, andM. cultivation
F. Angell. C. E. Hodgin, Charles
state shall be printed on the same but' she has not yetthe
been located.
ballot on which appears the names of
A. C. lie Nike, assistant to Philip Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albuthe delegates to the constitutional Hamlin, general manager
t.
for the Co- querque, N. MANUEL
R. OTERO,
convention. There Is no provision lorado Telephone company, ls In the
Register.
which prohibits the names of the del- city from Denver circulating around
egates to the constitutional conven- among the subscribers of the coma
Pain
From
Burn Promptly Relieved
tion being printed on the regular bal- pany arranging for the installing of
By Chamberlain's
Pain Balm.
lot upon which appears the name of the new service. The company's new
A
little child of Michael Strauss of
the candidate for delegate to congress telephone building has Just been com- Vernon,
great
Conn.,
was
recently
and the names of the nominees for pleted at the corner of Copper avenue pain from a burn on the hand,inand
as
legislative and county offices.
and Fourth street, and the central of- cold applications
only
the
increased
fice
will
"I therefore am of the opinion that
be moved in in the near fu- inflammation, Mr.
Strauss came to Mr,
ballots may be promulgated
which ture.
James N. Nichols, a local merchant,
submit the nominee for delegate to
for something to stop the pain. Mr.
"To Cure A Felon."
congress, the nominees for legislative
Nichols says: "I
him to use
say3
Sam
Kendall,
of Philllpsburg. Chamberlain's Painadvised
and coounty offices as well as the Kan.,
Balm, end the
cover
"Just
lluck-len'it over with
names of the candidates to the con8 first application
drew out the Inflamstitutional convention, and the cjues do Arnica Salve and tho Salve will mation and gave Immediate relief. I
the
Quickest
rest."
rum fnr have used this liniment myself and
ion 'Shall Arizona and New Mexico
be united to form one stale?" to the Burns, Sores, Scalds, Wounds. Piles.' recommend It very often for cuts,
e
itwiia,
voters of New Mexico on the same
juieuin, napped Hands, burns,
and lame back and have
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 25c never strains
ballot. Yours very truly,
For
known It to dlsappoiut."
at
all
druggists.
sale by all druggists.
"CHARLES A. 8IMKSS."
Attorney V. B. Chllders of Albuquerque says:
"Hon. H. O. Bursum. Chairman ReNo woman's happl
publican Territorial Central Comness can be complete;
mittee.
without children; it
"Dear Sir Replying to your letter
is her nature to love
August
19(16.
28.
referring to that
lf
1art of Section 24 of the enabling act,
which reads:
" 'That at the said general election
and on the same l.allot on which the
t i f ta 1 and pure.
names of candidates to the convention The critical ordeal through which, the expectant mother must pass,
aforesaid are printed, there shall
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
to said qualified electors
of each of said territories a question very thouat, pi it fills her with apprehension an horror. There ii no
which shall he stated on the ballot in necessity for the reproduction of life to beeither aini'ul or dangerous.
The useof Mother's Friend so prepares the
substance and form as follows:
forthe comingevent
" 'Shall Arizona and .New Mexico that it is safely passed without any danger. ystem
This great and wonderful
lie united to form one Mate?' (Yes)
icmcuy is always ap- INo.)'
plied
7
"I see no reason why the names of una externally, and
carrieu lliousuntls
delegates
the
tind this projKiHitWm can
not be printed on the same liallot with of women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
the candidate for delegate to
legislative and county officers.
f(T frr book rontAlninff lnfnrmtin
prli'rltMi
value lu all
wuiliera.
The statute does not say that no othTha
Br.dfleld Regulator C., Atlaita,
er names shall go upon the ballot, but
.
J
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Mid CJfy or Albuquerque.

EVENING

WANTED.

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
t once. Adilres J. B. this office.
W A N T ED K u
s Ii ( d houseTfor fam
Ctti On
ily of five. Address J. A.
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
general house- SALARIE3 AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED A
work; small family. D19 West Tl- - CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
jerns avenue.
t20U. Loans are quickly made and
W ANTED
A girl to do general iiouao-work- . strictly private.
Time: One month
Call at enco nt No. 615 West to one year given. Oooda remain In
Copper avenue.
your possession. Our rates ere reason'
WANTED Hoarders, at 523 South able. Call and see us before borrow
First street. Good board and clean ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
rooms, $lTi r month.
Steamship tickets to and from all
Vv ANTED
Two bright boys with
parts of the world.
to work in store and deliver;
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
steady work; good wages. B. Ilfeld
315 West Railroad Ave.
& Com pn in-PRIVATE
WANTED Help furnished and em
Open Evening.
ployment of all kinds
secured
promptly. Call on, writo or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
Ia Colburn, proprietor, 109 West
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
VvAiVrfciJ A man to do road work.
Good salary. Apply at once. 216V4 Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
South second street.
tnis week.
WANTED Girl for general house
work In family of two. $30 per
month. Address Mrs. P. A. Allaire, Also 5 room
house, close In, lowlands,
San Antonio, N. M.
for 2700.00.
d
second-hanWANTED
Gentlemen's
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address end
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED First class machinist, $100
110 West Gold Ave.
per month. Blacksmith, $3.25 per
day, 9 hours; free rent. Atlas Em
ployment Co., 212 South Second
Street.
BACON & BASHINSKY
WANTED A thorough booKkeeper,
one who can use the typewriter and
not afraid to work, at once; perma
REAL ESTATE AN3 LOANS
nent summon to rignt man. Make
205 West Gold
application in own handwriting,
Auto Phone 578
stating experience and where last
employed. Address XXX, postofflce
iox 194, city.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Tent house on South
LAWYERS.
Edith. Apply at 411 East Railroad.
M. ROnH
Ira
FOR RENT New
modern
cottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant ATTORJ.'EY AT !.W. 99. V atroot
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
oullding.
patents,
copyrights, caveats,
FOR RENT oeven-roomodern, fur- lanus,
nished house; large yard and good tetter patents, trade marKs. claims.
R. W. D. Brvan.
location. John M. Moore Realty Co.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, AlbuquerFOR RENT Two furnished rooms que,
M.
Office, First National
for light housekeeping. Inquire at Bank N.
building.
.wu North Broadway.
E. W. Dobso.i.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
housekeeping, modern convenienc- well
Mock, Albuquerque. N. M.
es, at 416 South Thlrd street.
DENTISTS.- FOR RENT Saloon in good location
in city; fixtures
and everything
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
ready for business. Apply to Con- Dental Surgeon.
CO
sonuaiea
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
f OR RENT Newly lurnlsned rooniB the Golden Rule Drv Goods company,
with double bed, Fair week, at rea- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
sonable rates. Minneapolis house, man.
524 South Second street.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
w
FOR"
HE.N T AparTmenti
Hi
No. 306 Rallnfid avenue.
Office
terrace, eight rooms each; hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:- -, p. m.: 1:30
steam heated, and ell other modern p. m. to 5 p. tn. Telephone 462. Ap
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19, pointments made by mall.
Grant Block.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR RENT A six room two-stobrick house, corner of Seventh
DR. R. L. HUST.
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
at Ixmiinorl & Mattencci, C24 West
Tuberculosis
treated with
Tijeras avenue.
Electrical
Current and
rOIl RENT Nicely furnished rooms, Germicide. Treatments given each
day
p.
from 8 a. m. to 4
m.. Trained
houses and flats for housekeeping,
also ranch. Will take parties to nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
board. Apply at 110 East Coal aveUNDERTAKER.
nue. Mrs. Norris.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
FOR RENT One
house, ...
Pacific; 2 rooms, 614 South Broad- Commercial A. RORDFRS
Club Building. Black
way, iurmshed or unfurnished, an
and White Hearse, $5.
modern furnished rooms, upstairs,
502 South Second street.
ARCHITECTS.
rOR SALE."
F. W. Snencer anri V. O. OTalHn.
FOR SALE Household furnltureat ford. Rooms 4G 47. Harnett Imlldlni?
316 South Fourth street.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FORSALE Citylots ami homes
CIVIL ENGINEER.
cheap, for cash or payments.
J. R. Farwell.
FOR SALE Fire wood at the Su"-Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
perl.T Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
FOR SALE Roosevelt house; sixteen
NOTARY PUBLIC.
rorms, furnisned. $800, if taken at
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
once.
Office with W. B. Chllders. 117 West
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tlgeras Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
Road.
FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman
Electrical
and Mechanical Engineer.
piano, in fine condition and almost
Aeent fnr VfllrhAnVn Mnroa i. nn
new, at a bargain.
For particu- Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
lars, call at this office.
sub west uaiiroad
avenue. AutoFOR a ALE My general ttore. Rare matic 'phone, 179.
chanco for someone to secure an
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
established business.
Address
M., I'uelilitos, N. M
H. R. WHITING.
FOR SALE Ranue
No. 119 South Second Street, First
wood heaters, dressers, library table
National Bank building.
and rugs; also other articles. Call
Albuquerque, N. M.
at 116 South High
Examiner and abstracter' of land
FOR SALE Five Jersey milk cows, titles, including those of Spanish and
15 Jersey heifers, a
and Mexican origin.
one Jersey bull; registered stock;
also house for rent. 1500 S.nith
MERCHANT TAILORING
John street.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House, UPSTAIRS, OVEr"NO. 209 WEST
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMrooms,
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
all newly furnished,
painted and papered. The best payMy merchant tailoring shop is up
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
otfer acceptable. Call or address C. stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveD. Warde, the Minneapolis House, nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasAlbuquerque, N. M.
as I
had fifteen years' exFOR SALEGeneral
merchandise perience in have
the business. Suits made
business on the El Paso and South- to
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
western in eastern New Mexico. repaired.
The specific I use will not
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
for right party. Can ex- also cleaned
and walking skirts made
plain good reason for selling.
to order. Give rue a trial.
healthiest in New Mexico. AdO. BAMDINL
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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officers and directors
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Solicits
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Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler. V. P.
Johnson '.sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C.and Cashier-- "a. A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O.
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA &
SANTA FE RY.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK I
A L BUQUER QUE, NE W MEXICO

OmCERm AMD DIRECTOR
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?:ITRAYN0LDS

President
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Vlce President
Cashier

McKEB
FROST

..Assistant Cashier

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Director

U. . DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topekt

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

live-roo-

STATE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

. .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

We Want Your

Banking Business

Far-Vie-

ry

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Fair. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. varns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
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As a dressing for sores, bruises and

burns. Chamberlain's Salve is all that
can be desired. It U soothing and
healing in its effect. Price 25 cents.
For sale by all druggists.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
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ESTABLISHED

.. B. PUTNEY

1873.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest -

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUK.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.
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.1. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
a
PAINT Covers more, loo,.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
UUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paiut,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUGUERQUE, NEW MEX.
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FREE AUTO RIDE TO AND FROM PROPERTY
Office Room B and It, Cromwell Block

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.
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O. Bachechl,

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Consolidated

TRAGEDY OF AN AMERICAN GIRL.
WHO CHASED A CORONET AND
CAUGHT
AN
UNPRINCIPLED
ARISTOCRAT, WHO DESERTED

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.

HER.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Special Correspondence.
Paris, Sept. 13. Another pitiful
tragedy has resulted from the hasty
marriage of a young American girl
and a penlless, unprincipled European
aristocrat, coming to a pathetic climax at the Grand hotel here.
There is much mystery attached
to the case, for the name of the unfortunate girl has not become known,
the police withholding It at the re
quest of her relatives. The man is
named Baron Santos Dollvo von Do- browsky Donneramark.
The couple were married as tne
outcome of a brief acquaintance at
Hong Kong and Manila. The marriage was performed in the Chapel of
the Assumption at Manila by ine
chaplain of the United States army
on June 4. The baron captivated the
young girl by accounts of his exploits
as telegraph expert to General Stoes-se- l
during the siege of Port Arthur.
He declared himself to be the nephew
and only heir of the Count Henckel
von Donneramark, one of the most il
lustrious noblemen of Germany, and
to be a cousin and business associate
of Marconi.
After the marlrage plans were
made for returning to America by
way .of Europe. The bridegroom then
confessed himself short of money. He
said be had a large deposit In a Chicago bank, but the bank had been
crippled by the San Francisco earthquake.
The bride, who was well supplied
with money, gave all she had to her
husband, who secured passage for
Paris.
The baron had declared that at Naples he would receive $2,500 from his
uncle, but this money of course did
not appear, and his wife began to become Bomewhat suspicious. He quieted her with plausible explanations.
At Paris the couple put up at the

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

'1
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Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest (or
JOS.
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAVE

CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

And other

'8

standard brands of whlckies

too numerous to m

.

tlon.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by ns from the best TOuerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Wst,
Issued to dealers only.
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Socorro Is to be favored this windoes not, of course, take the because he had
first-claJewish bakers' union to mploy ter with several strictly
to give the largest shooting tourna- lican oters of Bernalillo county,
public into his confidence as to cor- the
The men cir- dramatic and musical entertainments, ment ever held in the Meadow city on New Mexico, Is hereby called to meet
recting this great abuse, but whatever only Jewish workmen.
handbills, printed In Hebrew says the Socorro Chieftain. A few of December IS, IB and 20, says tho at Albuquerque In said county at the
his course may be, it can be set down culated
calling attention to shops the citizens of Socorro have guaran- Optic. The time of the shoot, which Kiks' opera bouse, at 10 a. m., on the
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have already been en- determined recently when a called represent the county of Bernalillo at
Downing street.
bread." "Scab" is Yiddish gaged. The guarantors have not un- committee meeting was held at the the territorial convention which shall
New Mextor "blackleg."
a money Dearth undertaking establishment and tie held In East Las Vegas, September,
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feature prom-IsThe "old fiddlers'
No. 3. Melqulades Martinez
an invitation from President Roose- is sure to be a novelty among the THEYE'RE FROM THE PECOS VALa form of diversion new to Las No. 4. Daniel Martinez
velt hinisfclf, backed by American pub- equipages or Washington. The presi9
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lic opinion. Even then It Is felt that dent's order stipulated a car of super- 1
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Carlos B. Chaves
and altogether it Is felt In Berlin that rf Bernalillo County, by virtue of an and other fruits and
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Nevir before has organized labor ocCuneo was defendant, which said ttK men In charge of the car. "AfUri
The precinct meetings shall bo held
cupied so strong a position in the
cause was founded on a promissory Hie vine has crown. three or four feet
world.
Never before have the note and judgment obtained in the in lengi h ihe end is covered with earth ALFRED HENRY LEWIS TELLS OF in tho different! precincts not later
than the 24th day of September, 1900,
workers framed their demands with HH111P On th 2t;th dav of June. lOOti. When this end takes root it Is cut
THE OPENING OF THE GARIn precincts 12 and 26, the primaries
so fair a prospect of having at least for the sum tf one thousand three loose from the old roots and the early
CIA OPERA HOUSE.
are pulled. Melons grown'
shall be held at 7: SO p. m. on the 24th
dollars blooms
ronie of Inem grain ul. Labor boasts hundred twelve and
of September, 1906.
($1312.09). Including interest to tne from the second blooms are seedless."
a member of the cabinet, fifty-twThe Confessions of a Newspaper
Tho precinct chairman herein apWith Mr. Breeding are Albert Foltz,
members of the house of commons, date of sale, have levied upon and will
pointed shall take action and call the
thirty of whom are delegates to the sell at public auction to the highest Louis Lenox and George Talbot. They Mau" is the title of un article now
labor congress at Liverpool. The and best bidder for cash, at the hour will take the car to Chicago. Kansas running in a periodical entitled Mil- iirecinct primaries, at sucti date, nou
man Life." The writ' r of the article and place, as they may deem proper
government of the day, though one of Id o'clock, a. in. on the ltith day I'itv Star.
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the program of the congress.
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to those who are anxious to bare
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this

es

unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p .rchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrip-uoto one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good 'Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
52-1-

25-1-
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
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EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Springs

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I.1DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
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FAYV000,
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ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.
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See Santa Fo Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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man would
contact with one v.iio

hold his nose when
vle;l for Andrews.

The bolters last night must have been short on
to the county convention,
since both precinct 20 and precinct 12 named Dr.
t'hnniberlaln as a delegate from each body. It is hardly surprising that 'the doctor docs noi know where h
is at.
good timber for delegates

W. 6. 8TRICKLER,

President.

THE ENEMY

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

REVEALED

At last the wolf In sheep's clothing hiis thrown off
its disguise and sU.nds before the public as the
ravenous beast that It is. This Iionedlct Arnold, which has so long p'.otted treason In the camp of
the republicans, uas at last fled to the protection of tho
enemy, into which place it should long since l.een
licked by those whom It was attempting to deceive and
against whom it was plotting for pay. The Morning
Journal confesses Itself to be a Judas Iscaiiot; but
while it ceases to Lctray with a kiss, it Is doubtful if it
shall manifest any of that sense of shame which led its
prototype to fling lown the thirty pieces of silver and
go out and hang himself.
Never has the morning paper been republican other
than in pretence. Founded as a democrat organ, Its
change of ownership and name has not been able to
make it aught else than an attache of that party, Home
times openly but mere frequently both secretly and dis
guised. Ever sinne its pretended accession to the re
publican party, it has not ceased to be a disturbing ele
bolting party
tuent, fighting the party organization,
nominations, counseling the breaking down of party
distinctions on all possible occasions, abusing most villainously the leading men of the party in town, in county, and In the territory at large. Its sole and undeviat-In- g
plan and purpose has been to disrupt the party
where possible; and where that could not be done, to
bring the party Into disrepute by vomiting its filth over
all whom the people delighted to honor.
It has tried to damn statehood by faint praise and
by unceasing forebodings of defeat, thus discouraging
the workers for statehood alike In New Mexico and Arl-onIt has furnished their strongest arguments to
the Arizona antls, In their abuse of New Mexico and
her people, by Its ceaseless pratlngs of corruption, dishonesty, malfeasance in office; Incapacity, corruption,
theft. Ignorance and all other evils against the party's
organization
In precinct, county and terirtory In a
word, the Albuquerque Morning Journal Is and has been
tho worst enemy New Mexico has ever had, and the
most unblushing traitor the republican party t.f this
territory has ever encountered.
That It has done much harm can not be denied.
That it baa not been more sucessful in its efforts to Injure the territory and disrupt the party, must be attributed not to its lack of desire but the absence of
ability. Its methods have been so crude and clumsy,
ita efforts so violent and persistent, its abuse so continuous and unthinking, that the largesr part of the
people have been nauseated rather than deceived. That
it has led away se me valuable citizens, it is true and
deeply to be regretted; but even they must surely now
ace the folly of heeding the Journal's advice and following its leading.
Is there a republican in Bernalillo county who can
.not now see the purpose and effort of that paper? Is
there one who can any longer doubt that to follow the
Journal further is to go with It Into the democratic
party? Is there a republican in this county who is
ready to endorse the Journal's utterance this morning
when It says:
"It may be a foregone conlution that the Las Vegas
convention will nominate Mr. Andrews, but every day
of the
gives ua more reason to hope that the
New Mexico people will prevent them from ratifying
the nomination."
Remember that Delegate Andrews haB been instructed for by every republican county convention so
Tar held, that the Las Vegas convention is territorial,
that It will consist of the leaders of the party from
every county in New Mexico, that it is a foregone
that this territorial republican convention, in
Conformity with the Instructions of its constituents, the
republicans of the territory, will renominate Delegate
AndrewB remember these things and then say whether
your are prepared to say with the Journal that you
hope the republicans will be defeated by the democrats in the election of territorial delegate. If you can
follow the Journal In this, then Indeed are you no republican. If you can not follow that paper in this, then
have nothing to do with it or its effort to disorganize
the republican party.
ed

self-respe-

a

DIRECT PRIMARY ELECTIONS
The Citizen yetterday traced the rise of the present delegated convention system, and showed that it
Is In the primaries alone that the people can make their
voice heard and ;he hand of their power felt. This system seems to be perfect, and yet two serious evils have
grown out of it.
In many places, and especially in the larger cities
of the country, the people no longer take the interest
In the primaries which it is their duty to do. Hence, in
many places, especially the big cities, the people have
nothing to do with the naming of the candidates, merely expressing their satisfaction of dissatisfaction, as the
case may be, by their votes at the polls.
An opposite evil is where the people take too much
Interest. Such was the case in the primaries in this
city last night. The morning paper had created the impression that there would be a good opportunity last
night to disrupt the republican organization in Bernalillo county. So, many democrats, some disgruntled
office seekers, some soreheads in the republican pary,
and a few sincere but badly Influenced republicans
whom the morning paper liad deceived and led astray,
concluded that they would pack the republican primaries. They attempted to do so but found themselves
They then tried to rush the primaries
outnumbered.
.and failing in that bolted, and went through the firce
of electing delegates of their own to the convention tomorrow.
Both of these evils have In places grown to great
magnitude, and t.hty have resulted in an Infringement
upon the people's rights if not an absolute destruction
of them. Thus It has come to pass that a change.- Is
very largely demanded from the precinct primary to
something which shall restore power to the people and
Insure that fundamental principle of democratic
that the najorlty shall rule.
That plan which seems best suited to meet the
evils complained of. and which is rapidly spreading
from state to state, is that of direct nomination of party
candidates at primary elections. This was well illus
t rated the other day in Wisconsin, while the old way
was illustrated in California and tnore recently in Colo
rado. In both of the states last named, it Is claimed
that the bosses nominated the slate tickets. Hy terms
of the law in Wlscci sin, any citizen may aspire to nomination, lie announces himself or bis friends announce
him. The claims of those thus announced are discuss
ed in the usual way, pro and con. by press and people
The time for nominations arrives. Those receiving the
largest number of votes in any party for any office Is
Ihat party's candidate for that oi'lice. In this way the
people select their own candidates directly and at first
hand. If these primary elections are hell b) all parties
on the same day in county, distiict or state, there can
be no Interference of one party wi'h the primaries of
the other, no packing of precinct primaries, no slates,
no bosses, but a 'ull representation of the people In the
choice of candidates for nomination. Tiils Is a matter
which no doubt will be considered In the New Mexico
constitution whenever that document shall be made.
-
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The bolters in precinct 26 certainly forgot themselves when, they headed their list of
delegates to the count- - convention with the name of V. II.
Andrews. Mr. Andrews is not a man to bolt ti e regu- -

It Is not

true tint the primary

Precinct 12 was
not adjourned regularly last night. Tho motion was
made to adjourn by K. W. Do'nson, neconde.l by Harry
V. Lee, put by Chairman Chllders, and drrlared carried
and the convention declared adjourned in as loud n tone
of voice as the chairman could coniiinnd.
In

that the Morning Journal, the

It Is evident

great-

est bolting sheet l:i the southwest, was hit hard last
n i li t . as it howls both loud and long this morning.
The bolters and their organ, the Morning Journal,
received solar pl"xti! blows at the city republican pri- marirs Inst night.
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THE JAFFA oo Fall Opening of Boy's and
o
Youth's Clothing o
o
'1

Grocery Comp'y.

o
o
o

"Good Things to Eat"

A Word to Mothers

eo

Our Bakery department Is growing every day. This week we
add one man to our forco of
bakers. There must be a reason.

o
o
o
It Is Quality oo
o
tho
our goods
The quality
possible to make.
o
best tnat
Inferior quality
Our bakers are
materials
o
can get.
skilled
the
Tho result
o
o
The Best Goods o
tried them? We make
Hate
o
COFFEE CAKE
o
BOLLS
JELLY
o
OF ALL KIND
LAYER
o
NUT

such careful
attention and conscientious service that her full satisfaction will merit continued patronage. Our idea
i it t,
1
of what the best Juvenile Clothing should be is
in the extensive line of suits and overcoats
for small and larger boys, ranzinp: in ape frnm 3
to 17 years. The garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you
will come and see them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your
approval of our methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
i

i
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Chthine and

Fine

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

Furnishings.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

BSKBXSSE

chocolate and cocoanut
ROLLS OF ALL KINDS
RYE UREAL-

Did you notice we secured the contract for
furnishing the University Dormitories.

-

GRAHAM BREAD

Krack Kream Bread and every-f
thing usually made in a first-clas- s
bakery.

We Have in

amounted to $1200,

SPINACH
SUGAR COKN

CELERY
CAULIFLOWER
ORNIA

HEAD

and there must be
some season for our

LET-

TUCE
RADISHES, ONIONS, ETC.
When down town call and Inspect our large line of groceries,
fruits and vegetables.

getting it. We persist in selling below
our competitors. Our
expenses are 50 per
cent less than theirs;

Use Meadow Gold Butter

Jaffa Grocery Co.

that's the secret.

0.

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

W.

1

BOY COMMITS

UP

45

TOOafcf'

OM

House Furnishers

SUICIDE

ATLAS VEGAS

We Keep It Up

As if all at once possessed of an We keep the quality of our bread
insane desire to end his life,
This is possible
old Charlie Mitchell, son of a well- - op to the highest.
known hotel keeper of Las Vegas,
yesterday afternoon placed a pistol to
his forehead and pulled tho trigger.
The Best Flour,
Death resulted instantly.
Best Labor,
The
The deed was committed at the
The Best Methods,
home of a neighbor of the Mitchell
family. Charlie and a playmate had
been playing together. Seeing a pis- not only in mixing and baking, but
tol on a table, the boy grabbed it, and
of and selling'
before anyone could Interfere
had also in taking care
fired the fatal shot. The young man the bread. If you want the best
was not known to have a care in the you'll
have to use Balling's Bread.
world, and his parents and friends
are at a loss to account for his acPIONEER BAKERY,
tions. The bereaved parents are pros207 MOUTH riBBT BTREKT.
trated with grief.
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Fresh Vegetables

WAX BEAKS

CAM

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

ex-press- ed

wo

vou
OEK.MA..
GERMAN CINNAMON
BOLL
CAKES
CAKES
DATE CAKES
CREAM BUFFS
CUP CAKES
A dainty square cake iced with

IDEA of success is to give each Durch. er
fURof Boy's
and Children's Clothing
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We allow no
used.
most

o
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SEE. OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
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Special Correspondence to The Evening Citizen.
Twin Falls, Idaho, Sept. 25. Two years ago there
was no such place as Twin Falls. Of this I can bear
personal testimony, for I drove over its site of sagebrush and sand 'n a
stage and Baw nothing.
Yet here are electric lights, open plumbing and a better breakfast' thin can be found In nine-tentof the
hotels in Ashville, N. O., and I have tried those likewise.
It is a substantial little town, too. There is a good
brick depot builllng, a couple of banks with deposits
aggregating half a million dollars; there are two wide
streets, a good general store, a big school and the usual
number of wooden buildings, stringing out toward the
farms with their fresh green stretches of alfalfa and the
bright yellow of octc and other grains which have been
cut and stacked.
It was hard to believe. These little elms and maples along the road, the new farm houses going up on
all sides, the stacks of hay and here and there a barn
with real Iowa red paint. Was this the desert waste
which stretched away from the lava canyon of the
Snake river the interminable, dreary, parched and
sterile abode of the Jack rabbit and badger?
The government has built Irrigation works in the
vicinity and opened ditches, and Twin Falls is one of
the results. It is not the only town. There Is Rupert
and Heyburn (named for the senator), Buell, Sherrer
and Burley. Each is very much like the other, except
that Twin Falls has the best start and is a bit larger.
Next year some new towns will come to pass on the
north side of the Snake.
It is easy to be a prophet of irrigation towns. In
dustry follows the water.
Nobody Is obliged to believe all he Is told about
values, or sudden increases in the same. But the money
is here. For example, from the sales of town lots in
one of the government Irrigation projects $400,000 was
realized, which 6urr was turned back Into the federal
irrigation fund.
"This place on the left," explained the driver, as
we drove out the Main street from Twin Falls, "is own
ed by a Swede named Larson. He worked on the ditch
while it was building. He took up forty acres and
proved up. Well, after he got about half his land In
alfalfa lie came to me and said he had been offered $75
an acre for his place. He was crazy to take it, but I
told him to hold on. Pretty soon he came to me and
.said he had been offered $150 an acre.
He couldn't
think of holding in the face of that. But I told him not
to be In a hurry. Well, the other day he sold forty
acres at $300 an acre."
Thus did our guide discourse. Each farm was a
new theme. This piece on the corner was Senator Hey- burn's land. This belonged to the assistant engineer of
the project. This tc Heyburn's secretary. Here was a
farm which had eolcj for $250 an acre. From this one
the owner had sold the year's crop of alfalfa for $50 an
acre. At another place two men were working with a
team excavating for an artificial lake in front of a house
still Innocent of paint.
All this sounds well, and the stranger bcglns to in
quire about the value of lands now on the market. Why
not buy a bit of a farm and sell It again when the price
goes up?
"Well, you will have to build a house and live the
required time on the place."
Ah! That is the Becret of it. Driving in this cloud
of dust fine, impalpable, unavoidable, deep, soft dust
of a rainless country looking off over those unending
wastes of gray, tri'eless prairie, taking In the little
wooden, six by eight, lean-t- o
shacks which are built for
houses and then thinking of a residence "on the land"
generally cures the man who comes from "back east."
But this is the significant thing: To the man who
has grown familiar with the desert and who has learned
of irrigation farming, these little matters of sensitive
ness are as nothing. There is really no difficulty at all
In getting settlers for all the land brought under water.
It is the history of every one of tho government projects that the lau Is are entered months before the water
is ready and in many Instances there are two and three
claimants for the hp me farm.
Here they llv?, each in his rough wooden shack, on
the edge of his fi rty or eight acre claim, without a
growing thing except the sage, without water just
waiting for irrigation. He sees lu his mind's eye these
acres yellow with oats. Rreen with alfalfa, clotted with
fruit trees, and this shack replaced by a pretty home
covered with vines, and all spelling Independence for
the remainder of his days.
About the only chances which remain for getting
an irrigated homestead in this part of the west is under
Carey act. This is a state supervision
the
scheme by which a private company is permitted to
build the works 1 jr reclaiming public desert lands, sell
ing the water rights with the land at a standard price
of fla fit acre to settlers.
Tho Carey act projects require only a thirty-day- s
residence on the land on the part of the settler; while
the government projects require the settler to become
resis'
a permanent resident on the land, a
lience and certain improvements being required.
It is net witirmt significance that one finds shrewd
and solvent railroad officials getting In on these irrigation farms.
Dave Hurley, of the Oregon Short Line,
general passenger agent, anil known by his first name
to everybody within a radius of 1,00(1 miles of bis
a: Salt l tke, has eighty acres of the Twin
Kails land. Which means that "Dave" Is a "homesteader." He can not secure title tnot wiili all his money)
without living his thirty days on the tract. So next
month be is guiim te quit his private car and go to the
wooilen b an to whhi, he has bad built on his place, and
lie will live ihe-eating and sleeping and diverting
himself i'.s best he may. Of course he will have a long
distance telephone to keep in touch with the railway,
and "(Jerry." his c ok, and an ice che'st.
Mr. Hurley was offered a bonus of $10,oot for his
entry, so he will pohahly make enough to pay for bis
trouble.
But laying aside- all speculative features, and looking at the broad and striking results. Irrigation here
Is working wondrous changes.
It is a common saying
along the railway ihat ten years will make (his run
like a journey thicugh Iowa. And It looks as if it
would be a true saying. For the desert has .already begun to blossom is the rose. Gilson Gardner.
four-hors-
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MRS. SARAH

Merchants Oaf
Best Meals in Town
--

Prices Reasonable

216 South Second

The death of Mrs. Sarah Edna Overs! reel took place at 11 o'clock last
night. Mrs. OverstreeL formerly a
resident of Mexla, Texas, had been
living for the past two years with her
son, S. C. Overstreet, an employe of
the Santa Fe railroad, at her residence on South Arnot street. The
death was the result of n complication of ellseases from which Mrs. Overs! reet had been suffering for some
years.
Four children survive Mrs. Over-sireetwo sons ami two daughters.
The latter, now living in Fort Worth,
Texas, are on their way here. Services will be held .at the chapel of
O. W. Strong's Sons Thursday at an
hour hereafter to be announced, after
which the remains will be taken for
burial to the former home, Mexia,
Texas.
t,

....ALBUQUERQUE, fi. M.

A Great Discovery

1

it is to the lover of a good cigar to
find a place where he can procure a
delicious smoke for 5 cents. A ood
cigar at a moderate price Is a boon
to the lover of the weed, and we provide it for him any day In the yar

and you too get their
clothes cleaned and
pressed at

at

Brown's
!

W.

Silver Avt.

B. K.

J.

113a WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ADAMS

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon

-

$J 50

-

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

All Work Guaranteed

No.

103 North

rift Btrmet

Red

92.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drag Store
at 117 West Railroad Avenue

P.MATTEUCCI

KREAM

A.

SHT.

Auto. Phone 270

Starving to Death.
Because her stomach was so weak- Funeral Director
and Licensed Embalmer
ened by useless drugging that she
could
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walnones Colorado, Blk 3tB
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O..
was literally starving to death.
She Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
writes: "My stomach was so weak
from useless drugging that I could
not ear, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not before I was given up to die was I induced to try Electric Bitters; with
DEALER IN
the wonderful result that Improve
Men's, Women's and Childment began nt once, and a complete
cure followed" Best health Tonic on
ren's Fine Shoes
earth. 50e. Guaranteed by all drug
First Class Repairing a Specialty
gists.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and taks no other.

Street

"The Smart Set"

EDNA OVERSEREET

"1

GO TO THE- -

--

ISSBStBSXBOBXa

The Williams Drug Company
Both

Telephone.

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

e,

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City
For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
r. C. RURDY, Agent.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

Your friendship and patronage

i
Courtesy and attention
appreciated.
gueeta is a pleasure to us.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angelea.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOrt.
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Evening Citizen:

A. A. CROSBY.

J. PORTER JONES,
ED. HARSCH,

TWO RQUSIHB' REPUBLICAN

Prtclnet

EVENING CITIZEN
.

No. 1. San Jose

Grcgoiio

Barela. Andres Gallegos, Pedro Apo- aca, Fedcrlco padtua.
Irecinct No. 3. Alameda Maximo
Chavez, Jose Oarabajal, Mtlqiiindrs

GEO. W. THOMAS.
MAYNARD GUNSIL,

FRED FISHER,

O. O. BEBBER.
.Marunez, jose v.. nuiui-- ISIDRO SANDOVAL,
Precinct No. 4. Ranchws do Albu-- '
JULIUS STAAB.
uerque Jacobo Lncero, imuci Mar- CHAS. CHADWICK,
ne.. Bias Sandoval (Prozle 11. San- W. T. McCREIGHT.
he), Salvador Manuel Garcia.
H. U.
Hening, representing
tho
Precinct No. 6, Los Barelas Ks- Morning Journal, with a list of dele- avlo Vigil. Manuel Chavez y Luna,
gates that paper favored, read off the ose Trujillo, Atanaclo Barela. David
following names:
haven. J. A. Garcia y anchf7., Cl- Hon. W. II. Andrews,
rlano Saias, W. C. Heacock, ,)i,an
.1. W. Barron,
rlego.
A. 11. Stroup,
Precinct No. 6. Los Padlllas An- Louis Galles,
onlo Jose Chavez, Idal t have?., Eu- Otto Dieckmann,
mio Moiitoya, Antonio Padilla.
1). H. Boatright,
Precinct No. 2, Los Grlegos Maxi
Jack Fenner,
ma Uiirclu, T. C. uutierrest, juan C.
J. T. Johnston,
anion, Justo Gutierrez.
BOLTERS MEET AFTERWARDS AND
E. S. Stover,
Vn Q T?nnchOn Ho AtrU.-vJohn Borradaile,
Stvero Sanchez. J. D. Mctzgar, I.uz
CHOSE CONTESTING DELEGATIONS
B. F. Ives,
railjo Jose Lucero.
Dr. L. II. Chamberlin,
Preciwct No! 28. Atrlsco Teodoso
J. L. Fnnch.
Salted ra. Juan Armijo, Jos; ll. rrera,
ly
as
Introduced
names
those
same
ci'V
two
William Grimmer,
The primaries held In the
ose T. llerrera.
Clancy in the regular primary.
K. B. Cristy,
precincts last night h.v the republi- Mr:This primary was presided over by
Precinct No. 35. Los Durancs Car-- i
and
J. E. Elder.
cans were the largest attended
k B Chavez. Ambroclo Contreras.
G.
W.
Tight,
the
president
of
Prof.
tn
the most enthusiastic ever asheld as New Mexico university, who was ' H. W. Stevens.
rancisco Sandoval. Arubrocio Garcia
far
C'narles Whiting,
this city l)v that, party, and
lgnaclo Rodr'gutz.
on motion made by
chairman
chosen
representative
Patricio Gonzales,
The livening Citizen
S.
Klock.
George
Attorney
the
Antonio Ortiz.
could Bee and glean both sides
Attorney
On motion of District
AfUr considerable discussion, folouts and las were treated unusual.y Clancy, Dr. F. B. Romero was.lected
primaries.
lowing the reading of the two lists of
fair by the chairmen of the
DAY AT COLsecretary.
primary, delegates, a division vote was taken
irregular
During
the
favoring
regular
delelist
these
of
the
speeches were made by Messrs. Ru;v gates taking
the east side of the hall,
PRECINCT
pe. Clancy, KIock, Romero, Grunsfeld
side,

PRIMARIES LAST NIGHT

The Regular Organization Elect Delegates in Regular Order by Overwhelming Vote in Both City Precincts.

i

OER

12

and Tight, aftrr which the meeting
adjourned, and tne leaders of the bolters will go Ixfore the county conven
tion tomorrow with a contesting dele- itlon.
As the name of Dr. L. H. Chamber- in appears as a delegate of the bol'--T
era In both precincts, people are won- erlng today how the doctor can live
n both precincts at one time. In Jus
tice to the doctor. The Evening Citi
zen states that the doctor is a resi
dent of precinct 26, and, In the nst of
the bolting delegates, the name of A.
Crawford should have been subBtl- uted for that of Dr. L. H. Chamberlin.

ORADO

opposed the west
chairman Wilkerson, after giving the
and those

-

SPRINGS

PAGE

may create. There are but few con- trnverslen w hich mnv not. with honor
and with confidence be submitted to
Arbl- their deliberate consideration.
tmn,.n r net indent n lnrk of
national virility. It Is rather an evl- rimm of Imnrovenient in the moral
Bn(, intellectual fiber of the people. I
,hp
8 fast coming
when the statesmanship of the world
will be able. to devise some Instrumentality which will put. in the way
of Just solution most of those grave
menace
questions which frequently
international amity and rudely disturb
peace. Towards this
international
consummation, so devoutly to le
wished, America may be trusted to
make her rich and ample contribu-

,,,vp

hr

d

8SlS

--

tm

tion.
Home the foundation of All.
Fellow citizens, this will always be
the home of a, strong people, self- contained, aggressive Hnd progress- lv
sound minus ami a mgu r- (,,'r of patriotism.
Here In the pure
or these mountains, men an.i worn- on snouui ne ante io realize inai ine
s"e foundation or the republic a Is the
the home, and that It must be home
where religion and intelligence,
tue and love abide. Here they should
tie ante to take a large and sane view
of the great questions which lie ntthe
foundation of our social and national
progress.
We stand In a portion of the republic rich with possibilities.
The next
century is Inrge with promise. Here
In these valleys
and upon these
valleys and upon these mountain sides
thousands will come In the years
which stretch before ns. where there
are hundreds now. Churches and
schools will be built, universities will
be established,
will
be
libraries
founded'. Industries will be created
and cities will arise.
Here will be
found a numerous, contented, prosperous population, devoted to the cultivation of all the fruits of peac- and
ready and willing, if supreme nel
should come, to show that they are
the heirs of their honored s'r "s, by
giving the highest proof of -, i vl riot's
devotion to flag and kindred.

opposition all opportunity to win out
by motions or otherwise, finally deCELEBRATED
clared that the ticket submitted by
Mr. Hubbell, the names appearing
above In caps. Is hereby elected.
It was then moved and seconded
(Continued From Page One.)
that the meeting adjourn, and on the
motion being put and carried, several
hundred people filed out of the ha'.l century ago, have grown wonderfully
and marched down the street, where a In strength with eacn attempt to
majority of tnem became "guests" of overthrow them. The perils through
which we have passed have intensl- Mr. Hubbell for a round or two.
ed the people's love for them and
THE BOLTERS MEET.
their willingness to guard and detend
After the hall had been practically them to the utmost. We must gay
emptied, a few of those who, during without any spirit of vainglory that
the evening, bad rendezvous on the our institutions can stand against the
west side of the hall, remained, and world without and no disintegrating
PRECINCT 26
listened to speeches from Prof. Stroup nfiuence within can affect their
and Mr. Galles. The latter gentle soundness.
man was elected chairman, and the
Great Heart of People Sound.
When Chairman T. N. Wllkerson ticket submitted to the regular primary
rapped for order last night, iu the by Mr. Hening, on behalf or the Morn
We hear much said of vice and cor
E
Armory room of the Elks' opera house. ing Journal, and which appears above. ruption, much of the subtle enemies
It was 7:45 o'clock, and such a jam or was elected by the Irregulars, and of the state and social order, but the
humanity was never before seen In these delegates will appear t tne great heart of the people Is as sound
Albuquerque. It seemed that all the county convention tomorrow as a con and Incorruptible today as at any
(Continued From Page One.)
history.
voters of precinct 26, republicans. testing delegation from precinct 26.
hour In all our matchless
socialists, greenbackers,
democrats,
This prima.y passed resolutions en The conscience of the people has not
populists and even some from precinct dorsing the administrations of Presi been seared. Pure materialism has causing a serious split in the party
Col. John S. dent Rooseveit and Governor Hager- - not achieved the mastery. All of the organization.
12 were In attendance.
Beav-eand a force of the "unterrl-fled,- " man. and approving the course of forces which make for the Intellectual,
It la believed that, when the ques
were also there, to help swell Delegate Andrews In congress and the moral and the social advancement tion of permanent, organization of the
those who were present to opiwse the favoring his renomtnatlon at the Las of the people were never more pow convention will come to a vote this
regular organization, and when a di Vegas convention, although their or erful than they are today. ' Honor atternoon, the latter will show more
vision vote was asked for they gan the Morning Journal editorially among men was never more regard clearly from which direction the wind
moved, along with Rev. Barron, Prof. this morning opposed the renomina-tio- ed, and dishonorable practices, either Is blowing. At the present writing
Stroup, L. W. Galles, to the west side
of Delegate Andrews. "Consist- In public or private life, were never everything Is still dark and doubtful.
of the halL
Two years ago the number of dele
ency Thou Art a Jewel."
abhorred as they are today. There
When Chairman Wllkerson had con
had been has been upon every hand a demand gates was only 973. This year each
After these resolutions
cluded his remarks, explaining the read and endorsed, the Irregulars ad that those who hold place and power district was entitled to one delegate
purposes of the primary, Frank A. journed.
to one for each 1.000 votes
shall be clean men, and that they shall In addition part
HuWell promptly addressed the chair,
secretary.
thereof cast for Presi
consecrate themselves completely to or major
In
I
place
priChairman,
saying:
"Mr.
w. H. Greer placed before the
he utmost advancement of the public dent Roosevelt at the last presidential
mary the name of P. Hanky for see nomination for permanent chairman
election.
welfare.
A CORRECT STATEMENT
retary, and Tie was elected In the of this primary Thos. N. Wilkerson,"
Odell Calls Convention to Order.
going for
people
are
American
The
Tiardly
overdied from
and the words had
B. B. Odell, chairman
Bame manner and by the same
upward
with
tremendous
ward
and
Hps
Mr.
Hublell,
Prof.
permanent
when
of
tiie
whelming majority as the
In of the state committee, called the con
They
advancing
are
momentum.
present
county
B.
A.
Stroup,
the
To The Evening Citizen.
chairman.
at 12:20. Michael B.
the ways which make for a strong, ventlon to order
school superintendent, with the Index
'this was followed by speech-maThe Morning Journal, as usual, col all
Driscoll of Syracuse was selected as
people.patriotic
re
They
upright,
nger
right
hand
of his
lng from B. Ruppe, who was the lead
0rs things Its own way and to serve
right and condemn wrong In ev temporary chairman.
ing spirit of the opposing faction, and pointed squarely at the chairman. Its own purpose, and In every respect spect
ery
of life. Those who would
relation
as
Sigfrled
an
American In the present political conflict be
saiu: "Mr. Chairman,
district Attorney Clancy,
Orunsfeld and a few others wno were cltiztn, I place before the meeting the tween the two republican factions In contaminate the state or would carry
present to oppose regularity and the name of L. W. Galles for permanent this county tries to help the bolters, Into the business world low Ideals of HEARST HAS WH1PHANbusiness morality can lay no claim
chairman."
regular party organization.
As to the primary In Old town
The mention of both names caused precinct 14, It says that I as chair to the general respect. The American
When a semblance of quiet was re
stored, Thomas S. Hubbell placed be tumitl'uous cheering and applause man of the precinct, appointed by the people are not to be Judged by tho
DLE ATBUFFALO
tore the primary the names of the fol from the friends of the two factions, county republican central committee, standards of the eceptional country
at least five minutes be offered the voters present to nana men. The currents which course the
lowing gentlemen to represent pre and It
fore the chair could restore enough them a Bquare deal in the selection veins of the American people are es
cinct 12 at tne county convention
as pure now as those which
order to bo heard. Wh n a lull In the of
T. S. HUBBELL,
delegates,
that immediately af sentlally
(Continued from Page One.)
filled the veins of our ancestors.
noise was noticeable, Mr. Wilkerson terwards and but
HARRY F. LEE,
I exper
suddenly
very
Most Notable Century.
stated, as his name was before the
At. E. HiCit K f.
to
change
and
of heart
tried
meeting for permanent chairman, he ienced a
The past one hundred years have lng, which was attended by represent
P. HANI.EV.
the meeting, which Is not true
would relinquish the chair to Maynard control
notable in our history. The atives from about twenty-fiv- e
M. R. SUMMERS.
coun
I called the primary to order in the been
Gunsul.
story
This gentleman squeezed regular way
we have written both in war ties It was decided that delegates op
W. S. STRICKJ.ER,
speech
a
in
short
and
himself out from the smoke, dust and
W. B. CHluDERS,
and peace challenges tho admiration posed to the nomination of Hearst
heat and, on coming forward and announced that nominations for two
1. GRADI,
of mankind.
should concentrate on either Judge
and
be
in
would
order
secretaries
mounting
a
two
table, stated that
ABAN SANDOVAL,
Our development In every avenue Gaynor or Mayor Adam as expedi
delegates
upon
voting
ten
for
the
that
placed
names
before the
had leen
E. W. DOBaON.
is unsurpassed
of human endeavor
may require.
meeting for permanent chairman and tellers would be appointed from bota and is an luvltation for us to go for ency
LOUIS INGLEE,
t
Men Confused.
count
the
to
receive
factions
and
manIn
he
would like to know
what
Wm. KING,
ward in the accomplishment of even
At the conference Thomas M. Os
majority
would
votes
the
and
that
on
a
ner
M. A. MCDONALD,
vote
them should be taken.
greater things.
We have won rich
former mayor of Auburn, said
Some suggested that the vote be prevail, but at this point Jesus Ro- trophies, both in the ways of peace borne,a critical
LARRY McDOUGALL,
condition confronts the
that
Old
of
mero,
the
boss
the
voce,
by
ballot, but
taken viva
others
A. E. WALKER,
and in the theater of war. Against
party and there Is danger
as both these suggestions, In which a Town, pushed Manuel R. Springer, the glories of war we Bet the rich democratic emblems
JOHN TAYLOR,
and traditions
whole lot of animated discussion took county commissioner, bodily to the achievements of peace. We know that "the
W. H. GREER.
which we all love' are to be turned
place, appeared to le impracticable, chair, and In an excited manner de
DAVID ROSENWALI),
we
indel
is,
have
war
for
Its
what
over to tho Independent league."
Temporary Chairman Gunsul enter- clared him the permanent chairman ible imprint everywhere.
DON J. RANKIN,
We have
John N. Carlisle of Watertown, sec
M. L. STERN,
tained a motion that a division be while at the same time Quirlno tout come to believe that advancing civ
state con
Before a motion could be made and made those in favor of Mr. Wllker- ter und several of his strikers pulled ilization must lead further and further retary of the democratic
seconded that the list as read be de- son squeeze themselves together on me violently from the chair, at which from war and the possibiltles of arm- vention, and former Mayor Osborne
were appointed a committee to go
dared elected. District Attorney Clan the east side of the hall, and those in there was an uproar and bedlam pre ed collision. It would seem that the among
the delegates and ascertain the
cy arose and read off tne following favor of Mr. Galles will have plenty of vailed, although I tried to keep the
war
world is' coming to regard
sentiment and report at a meeting to
names as the opposing side s dele room on the west side of the hall. people in order, but without avail entire
more and more unnecessary, and is be held tonight. Jerome would make
gates to the county convention:
Just then Col. Beaven and his follow- Seeing which and to avoid a conflict as
seeking to establish some no statement after the meeting. He
ers, and a few socialists were noticed I called upon the voters desiring to earnestly whereby
A. E. Walker,
it may be honorably has let It be generally known during
moving to the west side, although just abide by the regular republican or method
A. W. Hayden,
are a militant the past few days that his object in
K. W. Clancy.
previously Mr. Stroup and Rev Bar- ganization to follow me to anothe avoided. Although we ways
of peace entering the race was for the purpose
W. A. Sutherland.
ron had asked "if any person outside place, where we could resume ou people, we prefer the
and the rich fruits which are gathered of defeating the nomination of Hearst
Alfred Grunsfeld,
of precinct 26 should be allowed to meeting In order, not less than sev
generous The democratic convention lasted
F. B. Romero,
vote." Col. Beaven is from precinct enty-flv- e
voters following my call from the practice of her
twenty-fou- r
minutes today and then
12.
B. Ruppe,
We met, perfected our organization arts.
Lewis
adjourned until tomorrow.
Ready for International Peace.
Wrangling continued and some hiss- and selected the following delegates
G. W. Hoi.,
L. H. Chainberlin,
ed Mr. Hubbell, who had acquiesced M. C. Ortiz; Nestor Montoya, Thoma
Wi.lle by no means shirking any re- Nixon of New York was selected as
predicted
O. W. Klock,
in a division vote, a motion to that Werner, A. Gutierrez,
Hermenegildo sponsibility which a high sense fif temjKirary chairman and
T. Morelll,
tffect having been made by his op- Chavez, Santiago Baca. Gabriel Gar Justice and national honor may put victory in this state as the forerunne
F. II. Mitchell,
ponents, whereupon the chair appoint- da, J. A. Gurule, P. J. Martinez an upon us, we nevertheless stand ready of national victory.
Teodoclo Sandoval,
ed Policeman Kennedy, Constable Ellas Vigil.
to
with other powers in
Sigfrled Grunsfeld,
Smith and Officer Cooper to eject
The rump meeting led by Jesus Ro the establishment of some agency for
Fred Heyne,
from the hall any boisterous charact mero and his strikers remained
th" settlement of grave International TAOS COUNTY REPUB
G. W. Harrison,
ers and to put a stou to any furthvr possession of the court house an differences whereby they may be apR. C'auo,
hissing. Mr. Hubbell made a short elected a contesting delegation, upon propriately confided to an arbitral triG. Oxendine,
LICANS ELECT DELEGATES
speech to the meeting, regarding the which the convention tomorrow wi bunal. The nation which hesitates to
F. O. Douglas,
nissers. In which he was cheered.
to pass.
have
In its power to advance the
do
all
J. R. Armijo.
Mr. Gunsul rapped for order, and
An incident as to how they kept cause of international civilization fails
Alter ine reading oi uiese names on seeing that it was almost impos some or the people on our side was in its duty
to itself and the rest of
publicans of Taos count
The
Messrs. Clancy and Ruppe mad sible to gain any headway, on motion
by the fact that as coon mankind. In the laconic utterance of have elected delegates to the La
speecnes lo ne tnec,l tnat they were being made thai a committee of four demonstrated
out of the court house one nt our greatest generals, "War U Vegas convention as follows: Dr. T
trying to sttal the primary," when no be appointed to count the vote, named as we stepped
doors were closed and no one al hell." Yes, as a rule, it Is the ex- P. Martin, William McKean, Demetrio
attempt had been made by the regular as the first menilxr of that commit the
place.
pression of the brutish in man. The Suntistevan. Bartolome Chaves. Mala
organization up to that time to de- tee Rev. Barron, of the opposition, lowed to enter or leave the departure
As to accelerating our
settlement of private differences vi ct quias Martinez, Klenor Trujillo an
cide in which manner tne delegates showing that he was extremely fair to that
is n base lie, ua we left of ou arinis is no longer tolerated.
It is I Ionic iauo Graham.
should bo eh ( tea.
them. Rev. Barron flatlv refused to
In order to get things out; of a tan aid li'is friends lu si curing what they own accord on account of the violence repugnant to the educated conscience
attempted by the Romero faction.
PHOTOGRAPHS FREE!
of the civilized world. Courts of jusgle, E. W. Dohson moved, which m
wanted a "square deal," and others,
Very truly.
tice are established everywhere to de(ion was seconded, that the vote be wbuse names were mentioned, also reMODESTO C. ORTIZ,
termine them. Most of the disputes
We will make for each child that
taken in the same manner used In fusing to serve, Mr. Gunsul declared
Chairman
between nations could be composed was entered in the Baby Show,
electing the chairman and secretary Mr. Wilkerson permanent chairman
by soine method equally
of
honorable whether a prize winner or not,
The motion was put and carried, and uy a very large majority.
PRECINCT 13.
An appeal to force ,a dozen Cabinet Photographs, ABSO
and
efficacious.
ihe delegates whose names were sul
On Mr. WilKersoa taking the cnair.
ting of precinct 13 was held in adjusting
The
nie
t
baby
Brina
the
them should fall Into dis- LUTELY FREE.
mitted by Mr. Hubbell were elect d by ho made a few remarks and waited in the court bouse, and the Jesus Ro
use. The majority of the differences our studio at your first convenience
a large majority.
for further business, in the meantime mero faction, or crowd, elected th
8TUDIO.
MILLETT
readily
This brought several of tho orators bum Messrs. Stroup and Galbs de- following delegates, who will go to which may arise may
215 West Railroad Avenue.
s
In tribunals which the nations.
of the opposing faction to tlieir feet, claring ihat they were American
a
county
as
tomorrow
convention
the
and for a few minutes they shook their
and would not submit to such contesting delegation:
lists, rem the air with angry words proce dings, whic h foretold their deJesus Romero, M. R. Springer, M
and enlightened the successful faction feat in the selection of tne delegates. guel Dman. C. I' Murphy, Miguel
with somt thing about gag rule, etc.
Ed. Lavelle then caused some laiigri-ter- , Chaves. Maximo Sanchez,
Tom C.
During the speech of Sigfried
by stating If the ptopie did not Montoya. David Cervantes, Julian
Grunsfeld, who was as mad as a wet understand what was going on,
I). Montoya.
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
hen, evidently because Ruppe had "would tell it to them in Irish."
During the meeting Judge Jesus
Frank A. Hubbell, getting the ear f
made more speech s during the even- Springer
NOW
Commissioner
County
ENTER
AT ANY TIME-BE- GIN
ing than he hiid and was considered the chairman, presented
the meetmade speeches In Spanish.
i ing
the boss of tne opposers. E. W.
the following list of names an and others
Shorthand
Arithmetic
Commercial
Bookkeeping
moved that the meeting adjourn, delegates to represent precinct Hi! at
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Business practice
Manifolding
'the motion whs vccomKd by Harry the county convntionPenmanship
Banking
DELEGATES
COUNTY PRECINCT
F. A. HUBBELL.
F. Lee, and declared carried in as
Correspondence
Spelling
Business English
W. II. G1LLEN WATER,
Joud a voice us possible, under the
Competent Instruc'-.-- s
Added Equipment
New Management
THOS. N. WILKERSON
circumstances, by Chairman Childers.
Reasonable Rates
Fair Treatment
GEORGE CRAIG,
Last Saturday morning and afterWe secure good positions for our graduates; address
ANTONIO CHAVEZ,
THE BOLTERS MEET.
noon the county precincis
their
GEORGE LEARNAHD
After adjournment had ben takeu
primaries, and, with the exception of
ALBUQUCRQUe BUSINESS COLLEGE
T. G. APODACA,
facand several hundred people had left
about two precincts, the Itubbt-LIBRARY BUILDING.
s
the hall, the bolters, lo the luimlwr of
legal
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
the
to
their
df
elected
tion
Albuqutrqu. Nmw Maxlc
eighty-six- ,
W. r. Mllllkon. Rrlnclpml
J. D. CARPENTER,
county convention.
remained in the nail and adThe following
jected a contesting - delegation the
O. D. BIZZELL,
to The
lists have been submitted

The primary of this precinct was
held at the C. Colombo hall on north
street, and fifteen minutes before Chairman Hickey mounted the
platform for the purpos-- of calling
the primary to order the big hall was
crowded to the doors, and there were
noticed
and socialists
democrats
among the republicans.
Immediately, on order being
Chairman Hickey stated that
nomination for permanent officers
were in order, whereupon Thomas 8.
Hubbell placed before the primary the
name of W. B. Chllders, and It Is actually stated, In the confusion which
followed, that B. Ruppe seconded a
motion to make the nomination of Mr.
Chllders unanimous.
Probably seeing his mistake, because he was there to oppose any
ticket favored by the Hubbells, or
maybe some henchman gave him a
uunch, he then nominated A. E. Walker for permanent chairman.
The manner of declaring how to
decide the vote came In for much discussion, very animaced at times, and
upon motion, duly seconded, it was declared that those who favored' Mr.
Childers for chairman move to the
south side of the hall, and those opposing take the north side. The majority was so great on the south side
that Chairman Hickey promptly declared Mr. Childers the choice of the
primary, for permanent chairman.
The .new chairman was escorted to
the platform, and made a few remarks, stating that he was ready to
entertain nominations for permaneut
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
OUR RUG DEPARTMENT Is
revelation to those who
visit It, becausa of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.

ALBERT FA BER
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewety
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone BIk 93

Auto. Phone 292

COHI

Household Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES
BORRADAILE

& GO,,

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if ahe tell 70a to order
ack of
f
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Malta no excuse, (II you ahouid (a
get the order), that you could aai
find It, for every
flreVclasa grow
bandies EMPRESS. Ton Trtll aimn
good
find
bread, good biscuit, fowl
pastry and moat Important of an.
good cheer to greet you when
come borne for your dinner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreaa at
all other,

k

d

117 Gold Avenue

1

-

ya

s

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. H.

OaKoaaKooe

FRENCH BAKERY

Anti-Hears-

213 WEST RAILROAD

STEVENS

&

AVE.

Proprietors

BOWYER,

liUTTER NUT

FINE LINE OF

11KKAI)
Better

Than

CAKES
Always on Hand.

Home-Mad-

$

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

duties lighter,

makes

th

ths cares Isss,

and the worries fewer.

Ths telephone preserves yourl
health, prolongs your life and
protect your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

1

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

r- -

Flaming's Grocery and Caf
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

j

12 Midnitj

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Alway Heady to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water On Ice

6

311 SOUTH riRST STREET

'

La Vela Rooming Douse in Connection, 113 Vest Lead Avenue

ci:i-zen-

Pe-re- i,

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGISTS's

The Albuquerque Business College

2-

-

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

-,

,

Dob-koi-

.

I

.ooooooo
The St. Elmo

JOSEPH
I

BARNETT, Prop'r.

ooooooo

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAUC SIX

STRANGER
Albuquerque's Favorite

O

!0CB

ON

XPERT OPINION

SOCORROJEARTHQUAKE

TUESDAY,

Dr. Fielding RIcd Soys That
Tremors Were Caused By

POUD

MAYOR

1

Strenuous Municipal Head Discharges
Grafter
and Loafers, and Says
That Clerks. Deputies, Stamp Lick-erEtc., Must
PencilSharpenera,
Do Something or Get Out.
FUTUKE QUAKES LESSV10LENT

Slipping Mountains.

- par
..(rfP9

r:

L

'

the l!g fair, which coniee to an Barnett. Stranger O Inwon the first
time of
end last Saturday, iiere were some three straight heats2:22. the
with Kiowa
and
2:17H
2:16.
eittTa fine horse racing, one partic- second, and Daniel J. third. In talking
ularly btlng the 2:09 pace the about the race, Driver Frost stated
Mitchell wagon stake for a purse of Sunday that Stranger O had plenty
$1,000. Tiiere were four entries a3 of sined that day, and hed he been
follows: Daniel J., owned by Charles pressed could have gone under the
Closson; Kiowa, by T. O. Peck; Shec-B- wire In 2:2. Owner Barnett liag a
by Jacob Levy; Ginger, by O. A. fine string of horses, and they are all
Adamson, and Stranger O by Joseph fast ones.
At

RICHEST

IS

COUNTY

BERNALILLO

These Facts Are Brought Out by the
Report of Traveling
itor Safford.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford has been unable to complete figures on the total assessments of the
territory owing to the fact that the
tax rolls of Roosevelt and Sierra counties have not yet been sent to bis
office. The contents of the assessment
rolls that have been turned In up to
date indicate a substantial gain In
tne assessments this year over last.
Bernalillo county is the smallest In
area but tne richest in wealth In
the territory. Its official returns show
a total assessed valuation this year
of $4,010,639, aa against $3,693,454 the
ytar previous, representing an increase of $589,818. Exemptions pull
the amount subject to taxation .down
to $3,700,649, which is over one hundred thousand dollars greater than
the total valuation In 1905. The county's greatest gain this year is in real
estate, The city and town lots scheduled alone represent an increase of
$258,119. Agricultural lands are next
with a gain of $233,260. Grazing land
Bhows a raise ot $31,906. A number of
properties are listed t'nls
different
year which were not scheduled last
year, such as eiectrlc, gas, water and
printing plants, and wool scouring and
saw mills, representing an aggregate
increase of $102,150. The greatest decrease Is shown In sheep, a loss of
$64,170. Cattle fall short of last year
by J2.715.

Aud- -

$6,400, an increase of $3,8o0.

Scouring mills,

none;

1905.

1906

$5,2a0, an increase of $5,250.
Horses. 1905, $24,360; 1906, $27,320,

an Increase of

$2,960.

Muleg, 1905, $2,085; 1906, $2,695,

aa

Increase of $61o.
Cattle, 1905, $16,0:3; 1906, $13,270,
a decrease of $2,745.
Sheep, 1905, $104,395; 1906, $40,225,
a decrease of $64,170.
Goats, 1905, $2,000; 1906, $2,375,
en increase or $375.
Swine, 1905, $150; 1906, $900, an
increase d $750.
Burros, 1905, $240; 1906, $415, an
increase of $16.
Carriages and wagons, 1905, $17,-831906, $21,455, an increase
of
$3,625.

Sewing

1905, $2,030;
machines,
1906, $2,270, an Increase of $240.
Saddles and harness, 1905, $3,635;
1906, $4,365, an increase of $730.
Merchandise, 1905, $277,887; 1906,
$314,185, an increase of $36,298.
Farming Implements, 1905, $2,365;
1906, $3,200, an increase of $835.
Saloon and office fixtures, 1905, $17,-161906,
$18,530, an Increase of
$1,370.

Money, 1905, $1,950; 1906, $2,700, an

increase of $750.
Watches and clocks, 1905, $2,355;
1906, $2,525, an increase of $170.
Law and medical books, 1905,
of
$7,685; 1906, $8,475, nn increase,

The following is t'ae tax assessment
in de'ail as it appears on the official $7o.
19n6, $7,470,
Jewelry. 1905,
roll:
Agricultural lands, 1903, $224,730; an Increase ot jl.l'S'.
Gold and, silver iU e, lU'ij, $1,100;
1906, $233,260, an increase of $8,530.
Grazing lands, 1905, 0148,342; 1906, 1906, $1,140,' an Increase of $40.
Musical instruments,
195, $4,010;
$180,248, an Increase of $31,906.
City or town lots, 1905, $1,918,285; 1906, $4,335, an increase of $325.
1106,
Household goods, 19oo, $67,395;
$2,176,404, an increase
of
1906, $M,930, an Increase of $17,535.
$2o8,119.
Bank stock, 1905, $254,365; 1906,
Mineral lands other than coal, 1905,
none; 1906, $850, an increase of $S50. $321,0011, an increase of $66,635.
Lumbtr, 195, $20,650; 1906, $37,-4iElectric light plants, 1905, none;
190o, $23,000, an Increase of $23,000.
an increase of $16,75u.
Mechanics' tools, 1903, $890 ; 1906
Water plants, 1905, none; 1906, $38,-00$1,275, an increase of $3S5.
an increase of $38,000.
Notes and accounts, 1903, $15,200;
Gas plants, 1905, none; 190C, $11,000,
19H6, none, a decrease of $15,200.
an increase of $11,000.
Printing plants, 1905, none; 1906,
Street railway, 1905, $21,0oo; 1906,
$21,000, stationary.
$13,800, an increase of $13,800.
Other property, 19o5, $29,670; 1900,
Saw mills, 1905, none; 1900, $11,-10$10,202, decrease of $19,468.
an increase of $11,100.
Telegraph and telephone lines, 1905,
1905,
valuation,
Total assessed
$13,700; 1906, $15,340, an increase of $3,593,454;
1906,
$4,010,639, an in$1,570.
crease of $589,818. Exemptions, 1905,
1905,
Railroads,
1906, $266,330; 1906, $309,990. Sul.Ject
$312,765;
to
$342,330. an Increase of $29,565.
19o0,
1905,
$3,327,124:
taxation,
Flouring mills, 1905, $2,600; 1906, $3,700,649, a net gain of $373,023.
$5.-iM-
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the dish 8atlcf. ng and appetiz
ing. The best of cooks cannot
get up a dish thpt Is fit to eat from the soggj, "doped,"

wlcLr-waah-

y

Oysters shipped In the dirty wooden tubs, all t'ae taste and flavor of
euch Orsterg liave been utterly sapped and drained before you' get
them. But tc.ke Sealshlpt Oysters from the Patent Carriers and almost any old kind of a cook can get up a dish that will taste good
because under the Sealshlpt Carrier method of shlppl
Xtmm

I'M

I

iIH Mil

HillMIIHiW i"'1

of the Oyster is fully retained.
Sealshlpt Oysters are good raw, delicious fried, flue

PORTLAND

which he draws pay or out he goes,"
declared tne mayor a few days ago. "1
am determined that tne city shall re
ceive full value for Its money."
The mayor issued his sweeping order on the ground that he was con
vlnced that the detective department
was a lot of gratters; that they never
detected anything until they were
forced to; that they protected "good"
criminals Instead of bringing them to
Justice; that they employed a corps
of stool pigeons and guaranteed them
Immunity from arrest and that they
did not report unless It served a per
sonal purpose when sent out to work
on criminal cases.
(Mayor Lane has violated all civil
service rules in discharging the city
detective department, but he says that
he wants to bring the matter to an
issue. He says he wants to know if
all legal technicalities
have been
framed up simply that lawbreakers
may escape punishment or whether
there are any laws that conserve the
Interests of the common people.
In addition to discharging the whole
city detective department the stren
uous mayor has vetoed public service
franchise grabs, forced the Standard
OH company to move its tanks outside
the city limits, closed the concert
halls, suppressed the gambling dens
and attended to his own medical prac
tlce.

In

abews,

soups, In pies, smotuered, scalloped, good any way you want them.
Oive them Sealshlpt Oysters In some form and every member of the
family will praise your cooking.
We receive

Sealshlpt

Oysters fresh daily.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

5

t

A. V. TEGNER

M

H

Contractor and Builder
Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

FGS PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 6279.)
Department of the Interior, Land
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
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References Given

Albuquerque,

N. M.

H

1906.

23, 1906.

Notice Is herebv elven that the fol- lowlng-namesettler has filed notice;
of his intention to make final nroof
In suDnort of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States court commissioner at San Ra-nl- s
fael. N. M.. on October 5. 1906. viz:
Sec.
Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
8, Twp. 11 N., R. 8 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, said land, viz:
Masedonlo Ramirez, Ramon Serna,
Jose Rafael Chavez, Bidal Chaves y
Montoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Notice is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
r
proof in support of
final
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
312. made April 22, 1901, for the NW
Section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
SW
Section 5, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
ot
Range 6 E, and luat said proof will be
made before the Probate Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on November 6, 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.;
Jacobo Gutierrez of Las Placltas, N.
of Las Placitas,
Have you seen
uma, the Mystery? M.; Jose F. Gutierrez
X. M.; Andres A rm i jo of Las Placitas,
It can talk!
N. M.
It can walk!
MANUEL R. OTERO.
but!
Register.
Is It an Automation?
It Is a man?
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
who?
Yuma, the Mystery.
3READ and take no other.
d

There's Work for you
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vor and quality that will make

There are two classes ot remedies : those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance ; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting temporarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional or
the remedies of K nown quality and excellence is the ever
pleasant Syrup of Fijis, manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
fff--l 'f ,n vvnic" tne wnolesome Calitornian blue tigs are used to con-$,- y
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the svsttm
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constU
'
Vy ;
Potion and the many i!ls resulting therefrom. Its active princi-- ''
; &:zrj
M&$ r'es ard quality are known to physicians generally, and the
rer"fdy has therefore met with their approval, as well as with
tlie vor of many millions of well informed persons who know
SJf.pb of their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
tllat t is a most excellent laxative remedy. We do not claim that
ft t will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
,
a laxative remeuy or Known quality an j excellence,
fn-- '
y.
iiuuini oi mi ocjectionaoie or injurious cnaracter.
There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
$
V; as to the uit.Uity of what they buv and the reasonsfor the excellence
An lint
'' of articles of exceptional
in anmrih an.1 uho
.
- - rminop
' " - lark
I
"
f i
I'l'jewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
fl article;
hut, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
s l,ene('i effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
r t!,e "edit of the druggists of the United States be it said
ttlat "early all of them value their reputation for professional
illte-nand the good will of their customers too highly to offer
ty
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I.i.,
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(11.n
l. tic. .
joint
niittee,
statehood,
though
and
would Miit-lthe seabon for. Being, little fight took place on this latter
a contract with Manager! question.
tied up
K. M.
chairman n
Scleo cf the Pueblo Indians, C'orhan the JotiiiH in MesaUiirch,
precinct, led th
,
leiegrapiieu Air. jseice or the
fight on statt hood, and an attempt by
and tli- answer came back as Ii i in to have the statenood clause o
lollows: "liave nothing to lo with resolutions
adopted stricken out wa
Konver, cu vn tlnisli
wit:l Hopelessly
(ideated. Attorney Jerrv
us."
resid' il at the county conven
Corhau Is undecided ;is t whai :o 'Leahy
tion. J. Van Ilouteii, Jcivmiuu I.i ah
io. H says lie bales to leave the A. I.. Ilolips, Dr. T. 11. llait ami 11
.
gating ritiK.
rainier were appoin ed a com
lu.ttee to handle tlie coun'y republ
Well Worth Trying.
I Ii
con
can campaign this year.
W. II. lirown, the popular pension niittee will decide on a chairman an
says;
..nuiuej, ui iHiMieiu, u
r.exiihl.,.,Viarv at some future time
to a pension, the best thintf to get 1
Dr. King h New Lite Pills, llo writes:
Itehl.i;;, loriin ins; skin erupMons
"They koep my family in f plendld disfigure, annoy, drive one w ild. Id, mi
lieaith." Quick cure for Headache, Ointment i,i ii; s quick relief and la;
.M.
any i!r
ing it re
Mv cel.
and Biliousness.
store.
Ciua: aatetd by all druggist.

the material be
Oysters have

All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notc- h
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest 25.00 in a
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated leaflet showing
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
rate of wages, free to those
Atchisoa. Topeka
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LAS VEGAS

CRIPPLED BUT 8TILL NORTHERN REPUBLICANS ARE
FOR STATEHOOD, ANDREWS,
THE GAME COFJHAN REBURSUM AND HAGERMAN.
CEIVES AN OFFER FROM
Colfas county republicans assemDENVER.
bled in convention at Raton yester
day mill elected the following dele
C'avanaugh's Brownies, some
gates to tlie tiTiiiorial convention,
but still a very formidable aggre- which will
be held at l.ns Vegas, Sep
gation to go up against, left on this
morning's train for Las Vegas to take timber TJ.
' '
' ' .' "'
,V
", .
Iart in the Northern Nttw Mexico fair

1908.

The very first essential U tLat

civil

high-hande-

W. H. Hogle. six years in the dec- orating department of Marshall Field,
is with Stacy & Co., until after tlie
fair. If you are going In the big parade, have Stacy do your signs and
decorating. Floats designed and built.
SIGN
SHOP IN
ONLY
UNION
TOWN.

COUNTY

IN

23. The
Sept.
reform that nas ever
swept over this city has been given
Its initiative in an order issued ny
Dr. Harry l.ane, mayor of Portland,
dismissing from the service six out
of seven of the city detectives, the
secret service men of the police de
partment and tho men upon whom
this city has up to this time depended
d
for its prevention of
crime and law breaking. The mayor
has taken the bull by the horns and
Issued an order more sweeping than
any that has ever been issued by any
previous chief executive of this city
In Its municipal history.
For the army of useless clerks, deputies and underlings who hold office
through political favor and do little
or no work In return for the salaries
the city pays, Mayor Lane has a particular aversion, and dismay and panic has struck the "moochers," as this
class of office parasites is commonly
called. His order is practically this:
"Deliver the goods or get out; a public office is not a private snap; no
loafers need apply; you shall earn
your bread by the sweat of your
brow; the day of the Incompetent official Is over; the welfare of the community shall not be sacrificed for the
benefit of the few."
In brief the chief executive of the
city has made a clean sweep of the
detective department of the city and
he has stated In no uncertain terms
.that every city employe must earn his
pay under penalty of being discharged. Mayor Lane has adopted this policy and It will extend throughout every department of the city. Heads of
departments will go as quickly as obscure subordinates when they fall to
meet the expectations of the mayor.
"The first step in seeing that a city
Is properly governed Is to see that the
city gets Its money's worth," says the
mayor.
"I discharged the detective department because it was worthless, and
other official heads will go whenever
their owners are found neglecting
their duty."
The mayor has met with some difficulty In his "cleaning up" for the
reason that the detectives are all appointed under civil service rules. He
holds, however, that he will show up
the civil service rules and make the
men In the department "deliver the
goods" or quit.
"Everybody must do something for

Ore.,

Portland.

which have
The earth tremors
taken place in the neignDorniood ot
Socorro during the past few months
have attracted wide attention amonj
scientists In spite of the greatly exaggerated accounts which have gone
out in some of the newspapers.
Dulng the past week Prof. H. Fielding Ried ot Baltimore, one of the leading authorities of the world on the
subject: of earthquakes, has visited Socorro for the purpose of gathering
data in regard to the nature and
cause. Prof Ried Is a member of the
commission
California Earthquake
and comes to New Mexico fresh from
a study of t.ie San Francisco disaster. He formerly was associated wlt'ii
Dr. C. R. Keyes In the John Hopkins
university and upon Invitation of that
gentleman visited the Socorro region.
After going over tne ground in
company with Dr. Keyes Professor
Ried agrees fully with the conclu
slons published by Dr. Keyes two
years ago, that tho tremors are caus
ed directly by a laultlng or slipping
of the rocks along a narrow zone
which ipasses along the east foot of
the Socorro and Hemttar ranges of
mountains and about three miles west
of the city of Socorro. The faulting
Is of the nature of what geologists
call a dlstrlbutative fault and the line
of slin has been traced more than 30
miles: it probably has a length of
more than 100 miles.
The recent earthquake shocks are
only a portion of a long series of
tremors which have affected this ion"
during very recent times. The total
displacement or amount of slipping
during say the last 200 years or no
has been about 100 feet.
The places showing this faulting
iand the very late movements of the
rockB as pointed out by Dr. Keyes
were so plainly shown that Professor
Ried was able to obtain three good
photographs showing the phenomena
beautifully. Professor Ried was highly pleased writh the large amount ot
valuable data that he secured and w III
soon incorporate his notes in the form
of a full report on the subject.
It is not believed that the futuro
earthquake shocks of this Tegion will
be any more severe than those of the
past summer. 1'here is no cause for
apprehension that any special danger
exists. People of Socorro need not
fear death or injury from earthquake
ffects any more than they did be
fore the recent shocks occurred, an.1
are in no more danger than lu any
other part of our country.
The Idea frequently expressed re
cently by thoughtless persons that
the Socorro earthquakes are due to
gas explosions from the old Socorro
volcano Is as untrue and misleading
as it Is injurious to the community
and mischievous In its effects. The
Socorro volcano has been dead for
100,000 years. The idea mentioned is
particularly unfortunate In its promul
gation in that it creates great dls- rust In the minds of the people liv
ing in tlie district as well as those
coming from other states to make
this their home. There are not tne
slightest grounds for such distrust.
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Danger Is Past. Though Additional
Shocks May Be Felt At
Any Time.
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manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
i .iv
IU gCl US I'dlflltiai CIICV.I3,
aillklC ailU
int.. genuine
.
.
.
uas. uuiy
in nuic, ...V....lull iiauic uit
ntii J'urcnabing, .1liic III
the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly printedon the
i rice, 50c per Dottle,
ut every pacnage.
une size oniy.
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Rates
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR AND FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
N. M. Rate $4.00 for the round trip. Tickets on sale September 24 to
27. Return limit, September 29, 1906.
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AND HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
September
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale Sep.
tember 22 to 26 Inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906.
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
5 to 9 Inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
OF PYTHIA8,
SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS
BIENNIAL MEETING,
1906.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
diy until September 30th. Also ov way rates to points in the North,
west, South and West.
24-2-

15-2-

T.

e.

FURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

O0fK)tX2tX0tK)eK)fKCeC0tX3c)

Colonist Rates to
California and the

Northwest...
Second Class Coionist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full inT.
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Arizona mines produced 144,609.000
last year; Michigan produced 134,750,-OOO- ;
Colorado $34,339,0(K) and California $21,082,000.
Arizona produced
more copper alone than any of the
other states produced from all their
mines with a total of $39,033,000. Arl- zona produced $3.5(0,Ooo n gold, and
$2.O74.O0i In silver.
A.ichlgan produced $34.(599.000
!n
$ 75
yard length Brussel's, with fringe . .
copper and 77.ooo in silver. Coin
rado mines yielded
90
i $25,333,000 in
ll2 yard length Velvet, with fringe
gold, $7,7.")0,0(Hi in copper and 11,250,-.
.
1.25
.
.
fringe
0(()
Moquette,
length
with
yard
In
l'jj
silver, while California proceed $17.5o2.uiio In gold; $3,145,000 In
No limit to the number, buy all yoa will need tor years
(copper, mid .oo.nHi in sllvtr.
WE CLAIM :
It will be seen that the value of
Teltpbono orders delivered on approval
copper
produced In Arizona was
tile,
1st. The most complete policy covering as It does life.
more than the combined wealth pro-- I
accident and henlth Insurance.
duced by the famous gold mlnln?
2nd. The lowest death rate of any old l.ne company ot
states of California and Colorado and
7
same ago and size.
was more than twice as much as the
3rd. Iarge annual dividends.
177
Red
Phono
Colo.
combined silver and copper production
Automatic Phono 474
In addition to the reserve ro
4th. Absolute security.
of the two states put together.
AlbuauerQUe. N. M.
Corner Coat mnd Second St.
quired by law, the stockholders are held personally
These fliuiriH. In fice of the fact
Weet Cnd Viaduct
mat Arizona's mines are in the in
liable for the Company's debts.
years of honest dealings with our
fancy of their development, recalled
Thirty-eig5th.
to St. King th? prediction made to
policy holders.
him a couple of years ago iiy n Oilorado mining man who has tramped
B. SCHWENTKER,
and ridden over t he mineral land of
the whole continent.
Manager for Now Mexico and Northern Arlaona
He said that
when Arizona was developed as exWrite For Agency.
Room ... N. T. Armijo Bldg.
tensively as Colorado, she would be
tbe foremost of all the mining states
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
of the land, not excepting Montana,
which last year produced $52,000,000
worth of copper alone. She would be
American League.
at the
At Cleveland
R. H. E so far ahead of them that this terriChampion Grocery and Meat Market
o tory's wealth would stagger the world.
Cleveland
n
Philadelphia
0 6 4 His prediction was made after a trip
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Batteries
Rhodes nnd Clark; through a considerable portion of the
A choice line of Imported Goods Diterritory.
Schumann and Berry.
rect from Italy.
13
At Detroit
R. H. E.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
of
Life.
The
Breath
Detroit
7
2
12
Many conjectures have heen made
Remember, we handle the best
It's a significant fact that the
4
York
9 1
as to the location or the new Harvey iiew
meats and a full line of choice gro
strongest animal of Its size, the gorBatteries
Donovan
Payne;
and
say
style,
and
building,
size
Its
hotel
cerles.
illa, also has the largest lungs. PowChesbro, Hughes
the Needles Kye. There now seems a At St. Louis and Klelnow.R. H. E. erful lungs mean powerful creatures.
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
great probability that 'tile new build- St. Louis
0 6 1 How to keep the breathing organs
two
of
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RATE LAW HITS
Pries
Monday and Tuesday. Sept. 24-20NSUMPTI0N
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
ARIZONA STUDENTS
6O0 $1.00
0UGH8 and
Second Street, between Railroad and
The new r?to lv.v, according to the ARIZONA RICH IN
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Fret Trial.
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Surest and
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tional railroad fares by the students
COPPER
or MONEY BACK.
Arizona,
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Vho attend the
of
THE CELEBRATED
Headed by the World's Greatest Sensation
as well as the Normal schools at Tem- pe and Flagstaff, says the Tucson Cit RANKS SECOND, WITH MONTANA
izen. The students have heretofore
IN THE LEAD IN COPPER
been given a special rate all over the
PRODUCTION.
territory but It is announced that the
student rate will be withdrawn here
While most Arlzonans are aware
built up like
stone wall
after.
that Arizona stands second in the list
It Is learned that the rate law will of
copper
producers In the union, The only act of lit kind In the world, supported
rich
one stone at a time. In the case
also affect the Indian school teachers a great
many are probably not familby an All Star Vaudeville Company
and pupils, who have heretofore
with the fact that in total mining
of the atone wall so It Is with a forBottled In Bond.
a special rate. They will now iar
wealth Arizona also ranks second only
tune, the start and the first few adhave to pay lull fare.
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ditions aeem insignificant, yet they
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more from her mines last year
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liegan right. They saved a part of
Chicago. Families of ministers, how(heir income by having a bank acrichest gold producing states in the
ever, must pay full fare.
Seats on saie at Matson's Saturday,
and many a one would answer September
count. They discovered early In
22, at 9 o'clock.
It is stated also that special exten- union
MELINI & EAKIN
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life that a ank account is valuable
sions cannot be given on excursion richest
Is trying to
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Calman
who
union,
state
in
to
a
the
Sole Agents.
tickets, if a person In the east on an ifornia
or Colorado.
V. S. Yuma will be presented In
save his money.
excursion ticket should become ill and
N. M.
Albuquerque,
John Q. A. King, who takes as much
the same performance as apthe ticket expired, he will be required interest
Automatic Phone, 199.
In the territory and esiecially
Roy-- i THE
by
peared
Command,
before
the
OF
COMMERCE
BANK
pay
to
full fare for the return trin,
mints as any other man in it, has
al Family of England,
December
unless a general extension of the time her
been doing a little figuring lately.
ALBUQUERQUE.
13, 19v5.
NEW MEXICO
limit should be made for all tickets.
The local officials do not regret the
passing of the iree pass. They state
that it has oecome a nuisance and
that they are continually bothered by
persons seeking to travel free on the
railroad.
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Great Carpet Remnant Sale

Vehicles

The Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

LESS THAN FACTORY COST

1

.AND

Harness

1

;

J.

at Reduced
Prices.

D.
EMMONS
he Furniture Man

SOVE PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
Ti,VE TO BUY . BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MOhEY. WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornor First 6 1 root and TIJorat Arena

ht

r.

ABOUT NEW RAIL

WAV HOTEL AT

Albuquerque

Are

,

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

3?

Mini;
many

Gen? rat Building SoppUes

SCREEN DOORS

fine Testimonials

Mon-ogha-

n

Machine Works

Care; iaaftlao.
Pnlleya, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa froiU
tee
Buildings.
,
j
ftapelre on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Opeelalty
Foundry east tide of railroad track.
Albaqaereie, m. M.

I

There

-

R. . MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber

JUST RECEIVED

NEEDLES

Foundry and

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

We nave received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to sell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load freight

ft

mm
mm

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

1

m

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne

,

Rico Hotel and Bar

Mc-inty-

foil IE

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD WE-HU- E,
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

nm-c-

j

j

dniL-frlKt-

ft ILL the COUCH
thi

Elks Opera House

Dr. King's

.672

New Discovery

5

the A
YUMA, Mystery

fortune should be
a

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paint, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408

W.

c.

Railroad Avenue

REAL,

ESTATE-NOT-

L. fl. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gaa stoves repaired.

7 BIG ACTS 7

with Raaoe

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL. ESTATaV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

STRONG BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTA KERS

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West RaiiroaS
avenue.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

7

FIRE

INSURANCE.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

M.

and

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

DRAGOIE

1
Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Wi
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. aa.
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.Master Mechanic
Todd of th?
Santa Fe shops at San Bernardino,
has returned from Honolulu, having
made tbe trip both going and returning on the steamship Alameda. He reports that he Is greatly refreshed.
ConThe head of the ljuitry-Sharstruction company, C. H. Sharp arrived in Albuquerque from ihe east
yesterday and left for Hebn last
night.
A. H.

a

H
H

n
H

H

mm

The Southern Pacific company have
begun the work of Installing a third
rail electric system on its lines over
the Sierra Madre mountains for the
purpose of using elect rlc motor cars
as Helpers on the grades. This is a
radical departure l railroading.
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I.yddane, the (tfUltni and accommodating claim adjuster for ih-Santa Ke railway, with headquarters
at l.os Angeles, was in Flagstaff on
business.
K. J.

H

M

A

If

Barrman, hydraulic engineer for
the Santa Fe railroad company, witTi
headquarterB In Los Angeles, stopped
over at Flagstart for a day on business.
A.

j
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H
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Its Location

E 1 1. IN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-JliII. U., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
slim (IF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
laST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.01)0 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2ux
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
lG.0O0; CHURCHES:
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL IJVRGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILK CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WUCL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY'
nr CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
HA
TUB HEAH FU1CRE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
I

j S)0 o oscojotocoao ecsoaoe

loioioiotootoeotc-oextccoto-

a

COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townstte

The Belen Town and

Pres.

WM. BERBER,

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRES9, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT:
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECUHITY FOR ONE
YEAH, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec y.
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THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Kt000Ose00K0
KooKeooecotosKosK
A Railway Center

S,

Im-

St

0. W. Strong's Sons

i

Conductor D. A. Hawes, who has
been In the hospital suffering from
burns received at the time of the
burning of the Harvey house at the
Needkjs, is again on duty. It. is reported that all those who were Injui-eand burned and are now In the
hospital are convalescent with the exception of Eunice Cole, who was badly
burned about the face and upper body
and is not yet out of danger.

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tot
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRJEHTX

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

y

If you want results in advertising
'"7 an Evening Citlion want ad.

MAUGER

WOOL

ARY

PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic xeiepnone, 174.

d

$12.-000,0-

Salt Meats
Steam Sausage Factory,
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonlo Building, North Third Street.
All Kinds of Fresh and

W. E.

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

Meat Market
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PERSONAL

9

ARRIVAL

DISTRICT

Our Men's Women's and Children's Shoes have room enough
where It is needed, while they fit snug In the proper places.
Instead, their perfect
No baggy wrinkles or ugly outlines.
foot
and
to
the
naturally follows that
it
a
trim
gives
shape
hok
eye.
will
please
merits
the
possessing
these
shoes
quality.
guarantee
the
We
$3.50 to $4.00

Men's Patent Colt Shoes
Men s Vici Kid Shoes

$2.50 to $4.00
$2.00 to $3.50

Men's Calfskin Shoes
Women's Patent Kid Shoes

$3.00 to $5.00

'

Women's Vici Kid Shoes
Women's Dongola Shoes.
Shoes for Boys and Girls

to $5.00
$1.50 to $2.25

$2.50

$1.00 to $2.50

Work.

There was no report on No. 7 at
3 o'clock this afternoon.
Two plain drunks constituted the
grist of police court this morning.
Col. V. S. Hopewell returned to the
city this niomlng from a business trip
down tho valley.
Hon. V. E. Martin, district clerk of
the Fiftn Judicial district, is in the
city hobnohlng with local politicians.
T. V. Seery. who has charge of the
supSharp Construction company's
Is in the city today on
plies at
business.
A. W. Cleland, Jr., the retired merchant, is in the city from Denver
looking after his numerous Albuquerque interests
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Delaney of the
Graham Bros restaurant left this
morning for Las Vegas, where they
will visit for a few days.
Col. A. W. Harris, the Sierra county
mining man, is In the city, having arrived from the east last night. The
colonel has been on a pleasure trip to
the east of several months duration.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. L. Hicks are
a visit from Mr. Hick's brother
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hicks, of
San Bernardino, and Mrs. Hicks' sister, Mrs. J. E. Sunderland of Spring-field- ,
Ik-Io-

g

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

III.
R. Dyas,

Oomlor

'

In

Pianos and Music

Usual Number of Cases Noticed
to Be Set For Trial
To.T.oriow.

of Hofre

Alexander against Suzlano Luna '
Ortiz, a suit in which the plaintiff
brings action to recover on a note for
$351, which the plaintiff alleges the
defendant gave in payment of a premium on a life insurance policy in the
Pqultable Life Insurance company.
The defendant says that the premium
was paid in cash and that the note Is
a forgery. The note is alleged to
have been made on January 13, 1903.
Alexander,
represents
N. B; Field
while E. V. Chaves appears for the
defendant.

'

Rnv lolo strra rnnatlnnltnn
without grinine. nausea, nor any weak-' " " ft 1 Jl
JUUI UlUgglOk
them. .5 cents per box.

1

FOR SALE BEST PAYING RES
TAURANT AND LUNCH COUNTER
OPPOSITE DEPOT. GOOD REAS
ONS FOR SELLING. 305 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.

In the matter of the Puritan Manufacturing company versus Totl &
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
Gradi, the first case called for trial
N. W.
on the civil docket, the Jury found a CORE! TREES FOR SALE.
124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
verdict In favor of the plaintiff for ALGER,
$200, rei urning the same last even- ALBUQUERQUE.
ing.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.
The territorial grand Jury was completed yesterday afternoon and set
to work, with C. O. Cushman, of the THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBROOK BROS., Prop:
E. L. Washburn company, as foreman.
The taxpayers composing the Jury are LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
Santiago Baca. Joe
as follows:
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Gutierrez, Cornelio Gabaldon, Rlcardo The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Young,
O.
Montoya,
C.
Sanchez. Justo
at special rates on week days.
No. 112 John St.
Elesio Sanchez, Jesus Garcia, R. F. Auto Phone 604.
Welsh. Juan Baca y Salazar, Frank
Hopping, Louis Tafoya, Manuel
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLD
Ramon Nuanes, Jacob Korber,
EXCHANGED
. AND
C. O. Cushman, Tomas R. Duran, MiAssoolsilon Offlei
guel Garcia. A. S. Dlckerson, Alfredo
Transactions
Apodaca, Henry Bramlett.
Guarantied
. Causes Noticed for Trial.
No. t'.730 Cleland vs. Alexander.
ROSENFIEID'S,
Ave.;
II8W.R.R.
No. fiTOS Trujlllo vs. Z. Alderete.
No. (1777 Knousse vs. Purse.
No. 118116 F. C. de Baca vs.

R.R.

Fit-tingCo-

ats

Tnl8 Illustration shows
tne shape of the new
Sack Coats, which are
are now the proper
thing in this type of
garment. While they
conform with the lines
ot the figure, they are
yet made with ample
fullness; trousers are
ut with a good width at the hips and knees, and the coats are of
good length. The skirt is flared at the side seams and the back is
cut In at
waist.
The
styles are tailored side or center vents.
We have several styles of this character in a great many very
handsome fabrics and with quite a difference in regard to the lapels,
lengths, and other minor point.

te

TVMn'tf

Can-delarl- a,

F. F. TROTTER

19M.

rage...

The petit jury was busy the greater

part of today with the case

accompanied by his
F.
wue, left last night for Prescott, Arizona, where it is understood, he has
accepted a position as reporter on
one of the daily papers there. Mr.
Iyas was formerly a city reporter on
The Evening Cttiain.
Triple Link, Rebecca lodge, No. 10.
will give a social and musical this
anevening, celebrating their fifty-fiftniversary. All Odd Fellows and their
friend are invited to meet with them
at I. O. O. V. hall, south Second street
at 8:30 p. m. J. H. Collister, secretary.
Lou H. Brown, cashier of the Bank
jnos. 118 and 120 South Second street.
of Demlng and one of the most prominent public spirited business men of
the Windmill City, was among the
southern New Mexico bankers who
T. Y. MAYNARD
passed through the city this morning
GEO. W. HICKOX.
going to Las Vegas to attend
tho
bankers' convention.
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
Hon. H. B. Fergusson leaves this
No. (,sr3 Masettl vs. Schwartzman.
evening over the Santa Fe Central
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
No. CSfia Corcoran
vs. Traction
A.
valley
to
O.
the
for
Pecos
assist
make
to
order
in
dispose
of
to
choice bargains, which we wish
company.
Ivarrazola,
democratic
nominee
for
the
STERLING
WATCHES,
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
f.fsst;
No.
Davis Co. vs. Wilson.
delegate to congress. In stumping the
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
No. f.895 McConnell vs. Ross.
eastern part of the territory. Mr. Ferof Albuquerque.
gusson will be absent from the city a
No. C759 Eberhart vs. Wrlssheel.
week or ten days.
No. C173 Di Palma vs. Weinman.
Hickox-Maynaf- d
No. 7014 Gallegos vs. Mandell.
James Durnam of tvansas City, wno
No.. 7063 State National Bank vs.
won the base ball tournament for AlLeading
Jewelers
Mexico's
New
buquerque, and left this morning for Ackerman, et al.
No. 6993 West brook vs. Electric
Las Vegas, expects to return to AlBond In Your Wateho for Repair
buquerque in a couple of weeks to re- Light company.
80UTH SECOND STREET.
No. 7095 Duran vs. Perez.
THE ARCH FRONT.
main through the winter. Mr. DurNo. 6778 Otero vs. City.
ham has accepted a clerkship In the
No. 7101 Otero vs. City.
drug store of J. H. O Rlelly & com
No. 7115 Slsler vs. Telegraph com233 pany.
Philip Hamlin, secretary to Presi pany.
No. 7166 Totl vs. Brewery Co.
dent Fields, of the Colorado Telephone company, is here from the
No. 7167 Otero vs. City.
GO,
homo office at Dcaver. Mr. Hamlin is
No. 7177 Collombia vs. Armijo y
well pleased with the way the busi Otero.
ness of the company is being conductNo. G822 Schoenberger vs. BenjaFourth and Railroad Avenue
ed at the local office. He will remain min & Co.
a tew days, and then possibly con
No. 7197 Hust vs. Dunnlgan.
tinue bis trip south.
No. 7204 Futrelle vs. Knapp.
A fair sized crowd witnessed a most
No. 4907 Scanlon vs. Crescent Coal
marvelous feat at the Elks opera company.
house last night when they saw the
wonderful "Yuma" in his contortions.
This one act was worth the price of PURCHASED OYSTER
admission, and with It were given nine
other distinct specialty acts, every
HARDWARE.
one a good one of its particular kind.
BEDS WHILE EAST
The performance is repeated again to
night.
The republicans of the Bernalillo
G. L Brooks returned
yesterday
SADDLES
precinct, Sandoval county, met at the from
Milwaukee, New York and Bos
Sandoval county court house Monday ton, where
he has been for some time
night and elected delegates
CHINA
to the
of th National Oyster
Sandoval county convention, which In tho interests
will bo held on September 2G, as fol- Carrier company, of which be Is pres
GLASSWARE
lows: Bonifacio Montoya, Arculano ident. While away Mr. Brooks and
purchased for their
Lucero,
Benicio F. xerea. Luciano bis son Louis
14
PLUMBING
interest in the
Mondragon. Apolino Gutierrez
and company a one-hal- company,
one of the
Emlliano Lucero. Bonifacio Montoya isortliport Oyster
was chairman of the meeting, and B. oldest and largest oyster raising concerns on Long Island sound. The
F. Pert a was secretary.
gentlemen' are to be congratulated ou
this important addition to their already prosperous business. The NaCENTRAL COMMITTEE
tional Oyster Carrier company is
looked upon by The Citizen and cur
MEETING TONIGHT people generally as an Albuquerque
institution, the business having been
organized and started here, its rapid
growth and advancement pushed with
Notice is hereby given that the V characteristic Albuquerque enterprise,
and its legal headquarters office still
republican central committee of
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
located In this city. Hence The CitiBernalillo county will meet tozen is pleased, as it always will be,
night at the office of the La Banto chronicle anything
showing its
dera Americana for the purpose
good fortune.
of hearing any contests and such
other business as may properly
come before it.
THE
CHADWICK S CO. CONTRACT
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
Chairman,
vThen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure tne best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

25,

are all the

Learnard & Lindemann

ELECTED FOKEMAN

CUSHMAN

SEPTEMBER

New
Form

COURT

Territorial Grand Jury Com
pletcd and Set to

OF TRAINS.

No. 8. 7:05 p. tn.
No. 4, on lime.
No. 1, on time

Standing Room Only!

TUESDAY

COUNTY

BERNALILLO

LOCAL AND

CITIZEN.

EVENING

The style shown above is one of our famous H. S.
Prices range from $15.00 to $30.00 for a suit.

& M.

suits.

Tho Sincerity Store

I

SIMON STERN,

1

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

J

& Zearing
Speelman
205 West Gold Avenue
Furniture,

Stoves, Enameled ware,
Glassware, Carpets and Linoleum
Special Prices on Dishes for this week.

Wis-broo-

&IMMIUI
IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

Co.

The

AUTOMATIC PHONE S46

t

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies
Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,

Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

HARDWARE

ALBUOUEROUE

Butcher - Knives - Saws - Cleavers - Steels
SHELF HARDWARE SADDLERY
Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
so

HARNESS

f

COLORADO PHONE 74

Wlaitaey Com;
09

TINNIN3

GO,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware
jour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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We invite
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TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
FOR SALE Household and kitchen
furniture. Three fine rugs, lace curtains and other articles too numer-

ous to mention. Call at Penny
lor. A. B. Kempton.

4 4 4 4

t fFos Emmodiato
.

f
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FOR

Manuel S. Pino and Jose y Aragon,

prominent sheep growers of western
Socorro county, are In the city buying
supplies and taking in the sights. Mr.
I'iiio lias Just contracted 20,000 lambs
for October and November delivery
to Ch:m. Chadttlck A Pn
hn flnlil
avenue sheep commission brokers. He
ays inai western sooorro county is
in fine condition for stock, and that
the people of his district are exceedL ingly prosperous. Sheep are In first-clacondition. The lambs he has
contracted to Chadwick & Co. will
seventy pounds.

Par-

Service t

Sacks fresh from the Rochester shops, in
three styles, conservative, medium and extreme. Your
size is your fit. Come? Men's Suits $10.00 to $30.00

Stein-Bloc- h

ss

$2.50 to $7.50
19
Wet Gold
1

Our Young

Men's Suits

$7.00 to $15.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

22

Second

Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Supplies, dt Mail us your orders.

0

rirmt
lie,403, North rirmt
Btroot
40I.

113.

117. mouth

WILLIAM MclNTOSti, President

Btroot

SOLOMON

Albuquerque, New Mexico

LUNA,

J

Mcintosh Hardware Company

the

quality of giving delight and lasting
satisfaction to all. Our new styles in
1'aU'iit Kid shoes for men, women and
children. C. May's shoe store, 311
West Railroad avenue.

Al once, lioy, about 14 to
old, who desires to learn the
trade. Apply at this office.

lf years
printer's

i ni JOBBERS OF
M a? ffl W M
i.

N

i

mi

win

E

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of all babies that were In the baby
show, half price. Prize babies frt-eAt tin Pennington Studio, until October 1, lituG. Ground floor. 3uj West

ltiilho:id avenue.

Atk for JAFFA'S

BREAD and

take

KRACK
no other.

KREAI!

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

A Cordial Welcome

0
0
0

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Msnager

Attractive to the eye, soft und fine

to the touch and endowed with

WANTED.

Our Boy's Knee Pant Suits

Mardware

20,000 LAIS

av-era- ge

J

o WhoBesaBe

Extended

to all Fair Visitors

